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Welcome!

Jeju - World’s Natural Heritage
All the nature from Jeju – from its mountains and oceans recognized
by the world for its beauty beyond the Korean frontiers to a handful
of the soil from its green forests and wild flowers - is the best present
ever given to the humankind.
If you walk around Jeju, climb mountains and hills and if you visit this
island, everyday life will seem lighter and a fine smile will be naturally
formed on your face.
Jeju is a healing island.
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‘Black Sand Bathing’
a simple rest for women in Jeju during summer
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Samyang Beach in Jeju city is famous for its sand bathing
for women. The black sand of Samyang-dong receiving the
direct sunlight is believed to be good to cure all types of
skin diseases, arthritis, neuralgia, etc. In the past, women
used to bath while working.

©YUK MYUNG SHIM
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Artist YUK MYUNG SHIM (1932 ~ )
YUK MYUNG SHIM is a veteran artist in the Korean photography industry who has expressed himself by
questioning the essence or the roots of human beings using Korean materials. He presented important
pieces of work during the past 50 years such as the <Portrait of Artists>, <Baek Min>, <Jang Seung>, etc.,
and was recognized as a person of merit in the development of culture and arts in 2016, receiving the Silver
Certificate of Merit for his distinguished work. The <Black Sand Bathing> Series was revised for the third
time after improving its degree of completion last February through a collection with pieces of work from
the first edition of 1996 through subsequent photographing after 10 years after he photographed traditional
summer scenes unique of Jeju-do in 1983.

©YUK MYUNG SHIM
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Jeju Life

Jeju’s Summer

Bluish
Comma
in Jeju

While observing the flowers fall, summer is arriving straightening its imposing shoulders.
It passed by the young green and took place under the deep green shades.
It brings flesh flowers burning hot. Hollyhocks flourished around and around smoothly and canna
flowers bloomed like candlelight. It is all in the middle of a festival stinking of sweat.
The promise of the new president of ‘a life with a comma’ is taking place.
Finally the expected came within the tight sentence of everyday life awaiting for a comma.

Written by SHIN TAE HEE (Poet) /

For no special reason humming sounds can be heard. The flooding sea is being called around the

Photos by KO MAN HONG

corner. The seam smell from the south takes the subway back home after a day at work.
Indo-Pacific bottlenose dolphins are soaring outside the underground windows.
Books to be read on a summer’s day are a hot spot from the islands surrounded by ellipsis to
Marado (island) floating by a charming period. We were allowed various days within books gazing
generously at countless pages while stammering.
Reading in a hot day of summer is just fighting fire with fire. It makes our summer cool down. By
doing so, an exclamation mark will be held in the minds of readers and book covers will be closed.
People will pack with a lighter spirit.
The clothing of wanderers is light, walking in forests of July that are getting thicker and thicker day
by day. The forest trails of Saryeoni are good as Samdasu forest trails. The noisy green language
permeates within the whole body, washing the murky pupils with the bright flowers of hydrangea.
A gust of wind passes by the sweaty foreheads. The scales of wind fall in a rustle. The love that left
for not being able to live together anymore is chilly. And flowers blossom and birds sing. There is
always a lonely corner in a beautiful angle. Oh no! I am free from the invisible bonds that were
holding me back.
I just put down the complaints I had about myself. It would be good to become a passerby. Set
apart from the indifferent yesterday and plant a fluttering tree in the edge of the forest trail today.
Finally, taste can be felt from the time and a space of taste is created. It is a place without
threshold. Dirt stretches. The sole is ticklish. Exciting air grows like vines and summer grows taller.
In the seafront of Bukchon passing by Jocheon towards the eastern side, the promise of
sunset made with Daryeo Island is for thirty minutes earlier. In the shallow basaltic island, the
summerhouse with blue roof tiles and the white lighthouse stand way back from each other. The
village is reflected to heartless things, just as you and myself standing way back confined in the
island ‘Woori’. Daryeo Island is located within an indifferent glance. The world is really ironic as
during the winter it is a paradise for couples with the thousands of mandarin ducks visit the island
to compensate its loneliness felt during the meantime.
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Jocheon-eup, Bukchon-ri seafront, Daryeo Island
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Jeolmul Oreum Japanese Cedar Forest, Bonggae-dong, Jeju City
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Bukchon-ri, San 87~90

The islands also feel lonely, and it is surprising the fact that they have shore’s address. It is a person
because it is lonely, it is an island because it is lonely. Everyone is a lonely island, but it is an

The island’s address

honorable community that owns portions of the land. Ecstasy of instants just arrived. The sunset of

Touches the shore

Daryeo Island tinges us with a strong longing feeling.
The appointment with the glimmer of fireflies is approaching. The glimmer of firefly is called ‘Bullanji’

Longingness like mountains

in Jeju’s dialect. Go to Cheongsu Gotjawal holding the breath and wait for a few seconds. Friendly

Allowed to live in the heart

and sympathetic lights come. Breathing gets harder maybe because the heart and mind get filled
brightly. They are flowers drifting in a summer night forest.

You
And me

Glittering silence
Thirsty body movements

One lighthouse
One summerhouse

Drinking the darkness
Returning

Separately again today
Or together

Blazing echo

Missing, getting tinged

It does not hesitate, there is no more
Place to draw back

- Daryeo Island’s Sunset
The body’s light
Opens the dark midair

- Bullanji

The ‘Unmunsan Fireflies’ are famous for shining more beautifully than any other firefly living in Jeju. It
was named after the place where it was first seen. All the flying fireflies are male. The female fireflies
do not have wings and therefore they stay landed. The mating dance embroiders the summer night. A
soundless song echoes around. Two lights meet and become one big light, it dazzles as one attached and
spotless piece. They are grazing stars landed on the ground. An invitation from the galaxies.
A private universe is necessary for us, humans wrapped in the enormous argument called ‘cities’. The
pink helm of spaceships passing by the chain of burning stars and ice is in our hands. We wake up in
a bright morning after using a poplin pillow. It is a ‘handsome’ morning. It is a room with a mixture of
good feeling sunlight and wind. A bright rhythm fills all directions. We do things we are asked for while
sitting facing each other in comfortable wooden desks. Right now, it is dazzling. Asteroid Jeju making an
emergency landing. Over!
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Jeju Life

Life of Jeju Citizens

Between
Relaxation
and
Enthusiasm
Written by the Editing Department

The commerce during summer
flaps as it is going to fly
During the summer, the islands in Jeju squirm busily. They become crowded with people and
summer vacationers and the streets boil with heat.
The life of fishermen, who are the closest to the sea, also hops along, and the fishing boats
anchored in the wharf at early hours pour piles of fish. Although the fishermen load and unload
boxes without words maybe due to their arduous work, their heavenly breathing is well addicted to
the job. Everyone works like it.
Jeju had the best year in the production of cutlassfish after 20 years. The fruitions of fishing boats
working restlessly from 7 o’clock in the evening until 5 o’clock in the morning of the following
day, are pilled neatly in wooden boxes. It is the largest repeat customer of the Jeju Joint Market,
but June this year was specially flooding with silver light water. Someone may be already getting
ready to go to the joint market early morning with the news of the cutlassfish typhoon. Most of
people from other regions enjoy eating cutlassfish grilled or boiled with seasonings, but in Jeju it is
commonly enjoyed as a soup dish. Characteristic flavors with a fishy but oily and clean taste are all
included in a bowl of cutlassfish soup. Why not enjoy a hot bowl of cutlassfish soup filled with the
taste of Jeju’s summer to fight fire with fire?
Many holidaymakers visiting Jeju during the summer are attracted by the glittering lights until
late hours. About this time of the year a constant stream of visitors can be seen in the Seobudu
luxurious raw fish (sashimi) restaurant streets or in the Yongdam Coast Road restaurants. Local
vendors touting stubbornly in Jeju dialect or Korean standard language to hold possible customers
can be easily seen in the raw fish restaurant street. If the soft sound of waves in the night sea, the
streetlamps illuminating the coast and the lights of boards trying to attract the holidaymakers gives
them a good fluttering feeling, this place is a fierce site for vendors, or an awaited moment in a
different meaning.
Like this, the summer in Jeju is the climax ‘of work for the relaxation of someone’ in various forms
either in the sea or in the shore.
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The work of a fishing boat during the night in Chuja Island in a summer night. ©KIM HO CHEON

The summer in Jeju presents a small comma to those
living in the present restless society in the intense
fishing worksite. Perhaps enthusiasm and relaxation
are repeated with a time difference, filling our daily life
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Time flowing considerably, Hwangwooji Beach’s summer ©LEE SEOK HYUNG
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Seobudu luxurious raw fish (sashimi) restaurant streets, where lights are not turned off during summer nights. © OH NAM HOON

Those who worked hard,
Lay your mind in the sea
The summer in Jeju presents a small comma to those living in the present restless society in the
intense fishing worksite. Perhaps enthusiasm and relaxation are repeated with a time difference,
filling our daily life.
The streets of Jeju filled with sea smells are waiting for those who chose to reward themselves with
relaxation. In the Hamdeok Seowoobong Beach with bluish green water, a group of youngsters
are running down to the sand islands and creating memories of their youth, and in the raw fish
restaurants, families with bright facial expressions are being awaited with tasty local dishes. It is
break time for everyone in Jeju right now.
No matter where it is being enjoyed, the summer in Jeju is the most bluish. The atmosphere of
strolling down the coast promenade of Yongduam Beach during summer, and sitting down in a
nearby beach or port and having an enjoyable talk with friends is very warm and friendly. For those
travelling alone Jeju is definitely not a lonely island. The energy of the Jeju’s seas full of a sensation
of refreshment is fluttering all around, and the vibrant Jeju’s summer fill empty hearts with new
energy.
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People in Jeju

Summer,
Love While Dancing!
Just Like Them

Stretch the legs towards the sky while

Jeju B-Boy Team FAT SOULZ

any other equipment is simply light.

holding the body with one arm, and as
if it is not enough, spin the body around
and around. The B-Boying movements
of the crew are as dynamic as skipping
gravity, but gestures created without
Such irony of the dynamic and light is
just the FAT SOULZ itself, a B-Boy team

Written by KIM MIN JEONG (freelancer) /
Photos by OH NAM HOON
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from Jeju.

Enthusiasm ‘voluptuously’

skate board shop in Jeju Island and has a

And gestures lightly!

dynamic life by also working as a quickservice driver (delivery service). Their dance

The name FAT SOULZ was created by the

is even more special as the movements

meaning of ‘fat, thick’ and the noun that

are created by eight ordinary youngsters,

means ‘soul’ in a plural form. In other words,

including Soul and Haul’s dad Hyung Cheol,

it is a ‘team filled with soul’. The replacement

Jin Ho, who dreams of becoming a pet

of the letter S by the letter Z to express the

beautician, Seung Hoon who confessed he is

plural form is a modification commonly used

the worst in dancing within the team, Kyung

among hip-hoppers, just as the expression ‘for

Ho who is a dancing barista and Dae Jin and

real’ was shortened to ‘furilla’.

Min Hong, who are the youngest in the team
and are responsible for lowering the age

The FAT SOULZ is formed by a crew of 8

average of the team.

members and is one of the few B-boy teams
in Jeju. The members are in their 20s to

Tenacity towards dance,

mid 30s and have danced at least for 10

Makes Jeju dance

years with some veterans with 20 years of
experience, as they started dancing since

Just as a team formed by members with

they were in secondary school. The team was

different jobs and personalities, the FAT

formed in 2009 by members enthusiastic

SOULZ emits varied energy and heats up

about b-boying, and therefore they are

all performances in Jeju. They were invited

nearly completing 8 years of work together.

to perform in important festivals such as

Each member has its own unique story.

the 2014 Foreigners Summer Festival, the

Kim Min, who has 15 years of experience,

2016 Jeju YWCA 1st Youth Rap Festival,

is an ordinary employee working in the

2017 Korean Music for Orchestra Conducted

distribution industry during the day, but

by Choi Jeong Sang and the performance

becomes a professional dancer at night

by the Lim Sang Gyu’s Dream Orchestra,

after work. He is recognized by his skills in

etc., performing also in a collaboration

the team as he is also responsible for music

performance with the Korean Classic Music

editing and performance choreography.

Theatrical Group. When the B-boy culture

Another member who draws the attention

was becoming faint in the province, they

of many is Ko Young Hoon, who started

hosted events such as the ‘Who’s get the

b-boying 20 years ago when he was in

fame’, ‘Break free from’, etc. directly through

middle school. He is considered the ‘boring

mutual understanding aiming at reviving it

one’ in the team, but although he looks a

in 2010. It was a pure B-boy battle without

little passive, he is the owner of the only

mixing with other genres.
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The most favorite activity by the crew was

Hope to perform on stage for as

the pure B-boy battle event performance, but

long as possible

they could not help when cheering by the

With a pure mind without

audience cooled off. This daily event had to

merchandising

be closed in the end.
B-boy means boys who dance the original
“The interest for B-boy in Jeju is must

hip hop, and the origin of the letter ‘B’ has

smaller compared to other regions. The

various views. Some believe that it comes

number of people who come to dance

from the Bronx area in New York, USA,

and to see the performances is very small.

where B-boy started, and some believe it is

B-boy performances from the mainland feel

‘B’ for ‘Broke’, as the Bronx area a destroyed

surprised when they hear there is a B-boy

city. However, the most convincing origin of

team in Jeju.”

the name B-boy came back to the end of the
60s, when the first hip hop DJ and ‘father’ of

FAT SOULZ finds the reason of its existence

hip hop Kool Herc called a group of people

right there. They have assumed the mission

dancing during the ‘Break’ time while he

of reviving the embers of B-boy to ensure

played beats repeatedly in the middle of

people from Jeju Island enjoy various cultural

songs, the ‘Break boy’. Generally, if you

and artistic contents.

consider it the abbreviation for ‘Break beat
Boy’, which means dancing in the middle of

“But I feel it’s getting better. Different types

songs, you will be fine.

of busking can be seen naturally in streets

My dream is not great.

and people stopping by to watch their

I just don’t want to lose this mind

When the FAT SOULZ was asked about the

performance do not look awkward anymore.

and don’t become a merchant.

meaning of B-boy for the team, the crew

I think people from the island must see, feel

I would like to dance a dance that

sank in thoughts for a while and answered

and encounter contents with frequency to

can touch others through a pure mind.

like this:

ensure it is settled as one culture. That is

That’s all.

where I would like to contribute.”

“It is life style”.

That is why the challenge do not stop. B-boy

It is not a hobby, it is a life style. It is the

teams from other regions were invited to the

life style in which I become the main agent

Tapdong Square on July 8 for another B-boy

and live like myself. For them, dance is just

battle. The performance name is ‘Ssamjen?’

like various instincts such as the air they

with a feeling of ‘Made in JEJU’, ‘Made by

breathe every day, or a natural existence

JEJU’. It means ‘do you want to fight?’ in

just like family members. As mentioned

the Jeju dialect. If the event receives positive

by an American entrepreneur, ‘continuous

response, the crew is planning to increase its

enthusiasm is more decisive than burning

frequency and scale.

enthusiasm’. That is maybe why their future
activity plans are raising great expectations.
“My dream is not great. I just don’t want to
lose this mind and don’t become a merchant.
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B-boy Battle ‘Ssamjen’ Performance

I would like to dance a dance that can touch

with one arm looked very acrobatic, but

others through a pure mind. That’s all.’

they seemed so relaxed that one could even

They emphasized their intention of ‘no

believe they could enjoy a tea time upside

merchandising’ and it was possible to see

down. The infinity of physical expressions

their eyes glittering when they mentioned

by human beings astonished all. Expectably

they would ‘dance as long as they could

they are ‘dancers’ who belong to the stage

move’.

and not chairs.

For them the meaning of ‘B’ of the B-boy
could be ‘B for Best’. Best-boys, boys who

They call dance lightly as part of their lives,

live their lives as themselves by becoming

but within it there is a living enthusiasm

its main agent, artists who inspire vitality to

that cannot be left even if they must run it

themselves and others, and boys forever who

parallel to their jobs. Lightness is melted in

would like to dance for as long as possible

their bodies even in dynamic movements,

with a pure mind.

just as if gravity is opposed. The irony
between dynamics and lightness is just what

Youth

makes FAT SOULZ fascinating.

Dreaming of twilight B-boying
It would be really great to see a grandfather
The FAT SOULZ members who sat down still

B-boying while fluttering his silver hair. I

and shared opinions with innocence and a

think we can expect it from FAT SOULZ. I

serious manner throughout the interview,

really hope the full souls of the FAT SOULZ,

had their eyes shining as soon as they stood

who dediated their youth to continue the

in front of the camera. Each pose was full

existence of B-boy, that nearly disappeared

of vitality. The movement of stretching the

like a trend, continue until their twilight

legs towards the sky while holding the body

years.
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Jeju’s Ecology

Jeju’s Summer
Arrival in the
Mountains
and Sea
Written by the Editing Department /
Illustrated by HAN MIN YOUNG

Crinum Lily
The natural habitat of the crinum lily is the Tokki Island, Jeju (Natural Monument No. 19)

The ‘crinum lily’ grows in sandy lands by the warm coast as an evergreen
perennial of the Amaryllidaceae. Its flower blossoms between July and September and grows 30 to 50cm with hairless narrow leaves. The crinum lily
is umbrella-shaped with white flower stem, and it blossoms by drooping
down. A round light gray fruit bears after the flowers fall off. The ‘Tokki
Island’, in Hado-ri, Gujwa-eup, Jeju City is the natural habitat of crinum lily.
It is a small island floating about 50 meters from the seaside of Hado-ri,
surrounded by rocks and covered by sand where the crinum lilies grow. The
seaside of Hado-ri is covered by a gentle aroma of crinum lilies in July when
the white flowers make colonies. The National Forest Science Center Warm
and Subtropical Regions Forest Research Center selected the ‘crinum lily’ as
the ‘flower of July’.
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Pitta
Natural Monument No. 204 (endangered species Level 2)

The ‘Pitta’ is a representative summer migratory bird of Jeju. Pitta reproduces in the eastern and southern Asian regions, Korea and Japan, and it
is a beautiful bird with 7 colors feathers just like a rainbow. It has brown
feathers from its forehead to the back of its head, grey in the front neck,
green on the back and shoulders, light indigo blue in its waist and upper
tail and dark red in the middle of its stomach and lower tail. The tail itself
is dark green, the peak if black and its legs are light brown. It sings like ‘ho
oh it, ho oh it’, and singing pittas usually reproduce in Jeju between May
and August. The National Forest Science Center Warm and Subtropical Regions Forest Research Center declared in 2016 that the Jeju Experimental
Forest region in Seogwipo City as the region where the pitta reproduce
the most in Korea. The Hannam region of the Jeju Experimental Forest is
a dense warm-temperate forest and considered a good environment for
pitta to live as it is plentiful of warms, the favorite food of pittas, and large
amounts of precipitation. It is an endangered wild bird classified as the
natural monument no. 204.

Opuntia ficus-indica
Cactus Colony, Wolryung-ri, Jeju (Natural Monument No. 429)

The ‘Opuntia ficus-indica’ is a type of cactus that looks like a palm. It has
its colony in Wolryung-ri, Hanrim-eup, Jeju City and was designated as the
natural monument no. 429. The ‘Opuntia ficus-indica’ has yellow flowers
during summer and it bears purple fruits in November. The fruit of cactus
is known for its effectiveness against asthma, inflammation and is broadly
used as a fever reducer. Nowadays it is also used as a health food. People
from Wolryung-ri cultivate the Opuntia ficus-indica as a special production
of the village and is increasing local income. It is worth a visit to the region
when flowers blossom in July and when it bears purple fruits in November.
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Damselfish (Chromis Notata)
The ‘damselfish’ is a special type of fish found in the seas of Jeju. It is
tastier between late spring and the beginning of summer as it is when it
bears eggs. The damselfish can be eaten grilled, raw, in cold raw fish soup
(mulhoe), etc., and local dishes prepared with damselfish are a summer
delicacy. Smaller damselfish can be dipped in soybean paste and its light
taste is considered a masterpiece. Our ancestors used to fish damselfish
from Ttebae (a type of wooden boat) also called ‘Tewoo, Twowui’, etc. The
damselfish is famous in Bukchon-ri Jocheon-eup, Jeju City, Sanghamo-ri,
Daejeong-eup, Seogwipo City and Bomok-ri in Seogwipo City. The ‘Damselfish Festival’ is held every year in Bomok-ri.
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Spear Squid (Heterololigo Bleekeri)
It is also called ‘Hanchi (one inch)’ as it has short legs that measure less
than one inch. It was liked by people from Jeju Island more than regular
squid from the past before it is softer than squid and taste sweeter when
eaten raw. Fishing boats catching hanchi creates a beautiful scenes at the
sea in the night with its bright lights.
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Special Edition

Thinking About Old Downtown to Jeju

Scenes of the old downtown of Jeju seen from the upper side of the Jeigak in Jeju Castle ©KOH MAN HONG
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The old downtown of Jeju is not a forgotten past.
People from the old downtown still live here.
They are asking for means of coexistence within the strong waves of development.

25

Special Edition

Thinking About Old Downtown to Jeju 1

When
I Left
Written by KIM SU YEOL (Poet)

More than 30 years has passed since I left the old downtown where I was born and grew up. Come to think of it, the time I left and stayed about from the
old downtown is much longer than the time I actually spent there. I am asked sometimes to write about the old downtown as I spent my childhood there.
It is really awkward. I cannot refuse it because it seems I am breaking up with my childhood, but it really sores when I try to write about it. It is maybe
natural as sceneries have changed three times!

Mugeunseong Janggongjang Alley Crossing times
I visited the old downtown with the excuse of writing this article. Seems that I would like to keep the ties with the old downtown, but it is not as easy in
reality. It changed a lot. It changed so much that I found confusing to find the alleys I used to know, or the location of wells or other facilities. However, I
felt pleased to see the alley I used to play was still intact. Obviously the houses surrounding it changed considerably but the Mugeunseong Janggongjang
Alley was still the same. Warm and pleasant. The animals that used to run and play with us are nowhere to be seen, but the intact alley made me feel
even more distant. The only change was myself. The walls from the alley that felt really tall seem very low now. It used to feel so wide and now it seems
so narrow…While I was busy getting taller and gaining weight attached to material desires, it seems the alley fought back the time flow. Only the
Hongseongdaedeon Alley got quieter now. My hopes to anyone from that time who remained there is pure ambition, since I was the first one to leave it. I
believe that those who left the old downtown are treasuring their reasons to leave here.

The Alleys and the Sea Run by the Boy
I tried to meditate about the name of each of the boys I used to play while running in the alleys hectically with the animals in my childhood. Older boys
such as Wonhyun, Jong Pyo, Chung Hee, Chung Ha, Min Su, Hyun Su, Won Woo and Won Jin and younger boys or boys of the same age such as Jong Bo,
Yun Hal Mang, Joon Su, Seong Su, Mollaemul Halfmang, Jin Hee, Seong Hoon, Soon Saeng, Sang Jong, … not only them, but places such as the well in
Jong Pyo’s house, the fig tree in Sang Wook’s house, Meokguseul tree in Ho Cheol’s house and the traditional toilet near the pigsty and the well next to it
in my house…. Whenever we felt exhausted of playing in the alley we would all run to the beach. It was about 200m from the alley. We used to take off
our clothes as soon as we arrived at the beach and run to the sea after placing rocks on the top of our clothes to ensure they did not fly away. Thanks to
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the strict older boys from the village, we all learnt to dog-paddle before we entered 2nd grade. We used to dive with our eyes open and catch conches, sea
urchins and turban shells. Sometimes, the older boys would form a ranger unit, climb on fishing boats, patch a handful of damselfish, passed through the
boat and run away when the damselfish fishing boats entered the port. We would get dry eggplants from everywhere and delight ourselves by grilling the
damselfish in pointed bamboo poles. Our lips and face would get colored in black and by then it was already sunset time. Just around this time we could
hear some of the mothers shouting from the breakwater asking for their sons to come home for dinner.
I went to the sea after leaving Mugeunseong Alley. The breakwaters used by the mothers at that time do not exist anymore. It was completely transformed
after the Tapdong was reclaimed. I think the Oriental Hotel is located right where the breakwaters used to be. Therefore, the Ramada Hotel or E-mart are
located just about where it used to be the middle of the sea. There was a Wondam where E-mart is located. Wondam is a stone net. People would run to
pick the fish and sea creatures caught in the stone net in low tide. Hogfish, rockfish, rainbowfish, sea hare, octopus,… I could not catch much as I used to
follow the older boys of the village, but they never forgot to share some of the fish with me.
It is starting to get dark. The end of the reclaimed breakwaters is raising. It is getting crowded with those coming out for a stroll. There are young friends
enjoying chicken and beer at one side. Some others are enjoying fireworks on the other side. I look at the very end of the sea while sitting on the edge of
the breakwater. Is it too early?

Old Downtown, Memories from that Shiny Times Brighter than the Starlights
I remember I was in 2nd grade in elementary school. I used to go to the breakwater after having dinner. Stars would shine after dark in the horizon. I
got really curious and decided to wait and see when all that stars seen in the horizon would climb up in the sky. When I discovered that the hometown
of those stars was the horizon I wanted to keep this secret to myself. And I wanted to climb up to the sky and check star by star. I looked at the sky until
my eyes got sore but the stars did not appear in the horizon. They did not appear on the following day, nor on the next day…. It was much later when
I realized the stars floating in the horizon were fishing lamps. I still want to believe such fishing lamps are stars. Time has flown and I am becoming a
middle-aged man but I still would not like to forget that time when I looked at the stars awaiting for them to climb the sky with a pounding heart. Maybe
because of such unreasonable imagination I live by writing poems.
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I was born in the old downtown of Jeju and moved to Seoul after graduating from

Cineaste, the destiny’s start

high school but I still live with the memories of my hometown. Why would I try to

The visits to Jeju Theater in Samdo 2-ri with friends cannot

hold on tight this string of memory? Go to the beach whenever it gets dark./ Naked

be left out. A few local friends would get together and go

bodies without a boat ticket / empty handed just as when I left / seeded barley field

to the theater, but as expected we were usually barred from

/ That winter / Samdo-ri, Jeju-eup / Kicking pig’s bladder instead of soccer balls /

entering. We tried different means after failing in entering the

Where are the buzz cut boys? - <Yunyeon Sanjo> Jeju Literature, 1970

theater by hiding among other adults. We went around the

The birthplace of the child is a sea garden / It was Chilseong-tong./ Neighborhood

theater and found an open window on the left side of the

shop selling soybean sauce / Japanese monitor and complaints by girls / Breastfeed

stage. The window was protected by a barbed-wire fence, but

fire to the child. - <Oldest son> Shin Dong Ah, 1971

without hesitation I broke through the wire fence with the
help of my friends and succeed in passing through the window
with my small body. I felt something strange under my feet

Nostalgic 1950 Old Downtown

as soon as I landed on the other side. It was feces. It was a

Lee Sang could not forget his hometown while living in Seoul and his pieces of work

poor bathroom made on a board placed on both sides of an

were part of my memories. It was when I was working for the Chosun Daily Newspaper.

empty drum without a lid. I hurried to mix myself among the

According to the poem <Oldest Son> above mentioned, I was born in 1937 in Bonjeong,

adults and have a seat. The movie had already started but I

Jeju-eup. It was in a building located about 30 meters from the entrance of Chilseongtong

could hear complaints from everywhere about the unpleasant

on the right hand side. At that time Chilseongtong was called ‘Honmachi’ in Japanese.

smell. I immediately took off my dirty shoes and tried to clean

It was like Chungmu-ro for Seoul. I emancipated from that place. My father (Kim Gyu

it on the straw bag I was sitting on. Like that, with the heart

Hyung) managed a specialist shop in stamp crafts called Youngju Sangmiwon. There was

in my mouth, I watched the movie until the end without even

a grocery shop managed by a Japanese person opposite my house. He used to touch my

understanding what it was about. After a while, I learnt it was

head gently saying I was cute. After that my father went to Osaka in Japan and managed

a militarism propaganda film called <Maraino Harimao> (1943,

a soap factory until he returned to Korea after the emancipation At the beginning of the

Directed by Koga Seijin), produced by a large Japanese movie

50s, Jeju Print Shop (Representative Kang Seong Eon) opened its doors where my father’s

company. I think it was a strong movie as I still remember some

Youngju Sangmiwon was located, and the 1st training center’s bulletin, the ‘Unification

of the lines. It was a daring adventure by a seven years old boy.

Newspaper’ was issued. I remember it was issued biweekly. The soldiers responsible for

However, this experience made me feel fascinated by the lights

the coverage and editing of the ‘Unification Newspaper’ were Joh Cheol and Choi Wan

of arts. It also motivated me to broaden my views from movies

Gwi from the Office of the Armed Forces Information and Education. Both soldiers wrote

to movie reviews. At that time, the Jeju Theater was a wooden

poems. For that reason we got very close to each other and they even used to stay over in

building. There was a hat specialist shop called Gabjaok until

my house. The 1st training center moved to Daejeong-eup, Daejeon in January 21, 1951,

the 50s on the left hand side of the entrance of Chilseongton.

and until July 27, 1953, for 2 years and a half until the armistice it was a training school

It used to sell felt hats, school caps and school uniform too. I

for new recruits. Meanwhile, the poem I submitted to the monthly secondary school

used to see the young owner of the shop whenever I went to

students magazine <Private Educational Institute> issued in Daegu in 1952, the <Even

Chilseongtong. After the shop Gabjaok closed its doors, Hong

if the Chrysanthemum Blossoms> became famous for being chosen by Mr. Joh Ji Hoon. I

Wang Pyo, the Director of the Jeju – America Communication

was in 3rd grade at Jeil Middle School. After that Joh Cheol Hyung married the daughter

Center opened his workshop. After that, Seo Gak Som, the

of the previous Jeju Tax Office Superintendent, who was the brother-in-law of the singer

head of the devotion group of the Jeju Catholic Church, used

Baek Nani and came to town, and Choi Wan Gyu from Jinan-gun, Jeonbuk, became a

the establishment.

scenario writer after being discharged from the army using Choi In Su as his stage name.
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Bloomed Old Downtown Cultural and Artistic Feast within the War
However, Chilseongton, which was the symbol of the old downtown after the independence,
suffered political chaos without time to enjoy the independence. The March 1 (Independence
Movement Day) event just after the February 10, 1947 opposition movement, became the
fuse of the April 03 case. It was a chaotic time with the killing of children by the horses of
the mounted police, shooting cases, and witnessing of deaths showed by the commander
Lee Deok Gu of the guerrilla unit by citizens. At that time I was living in Mugeunseong,
Samdo 2-ri. When I was 11 studying in the 5th grade at Buk Elementary School, I sand
the ‘Inmin Hangjaengga’ as taught by my teacher and participated in movements. I
obviously witnessed children being stepped by the horses of the mounted police. After that,
the June 25 War started. This time I could see the event for citizens held in front of the
Gwandeokjeong Pavilion by the Jeong Hoon comfort unit of the Moseulpo Training Center
1. The permed hair styles of the soldiers wearing military uniform and helmet could not
be more impressive than it was for my eyes. I saw comedians such as Gu Bong Seo too at
that time. However, this domestic war of June 25 was paradoxical as it brought luck to the
Jeju people. With the January 4th Retreat in 1951, the author Gye Yong Muk, poet Jang Su
Cheol, painter Jang Ri Seok, Hong Jong Myung, Kim Chang Yeol, Gu Dae Il, etc. and dancer
Ok Pail, etc. sought shelter in Jeju and changed the island’s aspects. The painter Kim Chang
Yeol, famous by his painting ‘Water Drop’, who passed the police test and was dispatched

Youngju Sangwuiwon. Family picture taken when Kimg Jong Won was 4
years old.

to Jeju was an exception, but Hong Jong Myung opened his atelier in Chhilseongtong and
fostered the younger generation by teaching at Ohyun Middle School. Chilseongtong was
full of energy even within the aftershock of the war. Young people thirsty for arts often went
to Dongbaek Café or Chilseong Café to meet the refugee artists, and organized events
such as the ‘Literature Night’. The nearby YMCA played an important role too. However,
the person who contributed the most to the foundation of the Jeju literature was the writer
of <Baekchi Adada> Gye Yong Muk (1904 – 1961). He was an unforgettable literature
teacher for me. He stimulated and encouraged me and created the no. 1 Jeju writer from
the literary circles after the independence of the country. He rented a place in the south of
the Jeju Theater (former Modern Theater), and after visiting him once I did not return there
again as he tried to avoid it by saying it was too shabby. Instead of visiting his house, I used
to go to the Dongbaek Café in Chilseongtong to meet him, as he was a regular customer
in this place. I used to take my study note every time I met him. When the café was not
very busy, he would sit there, read my notes and point my strengths and weaknesses in
detail. Sometimes he even corrected a few of my words too, but it was a rare masterpiece
of calligraphy. He was very strict about sentences. He preferred accurate language usage
and perfect expressions without redundancy. I was the only middle school customer in
this café. Around this time when I was in secondary school, a literary coterie magazine by
7 artists such as Eun Sa In and Yang Jung Hae called <Heuksanho> (1953) was issued.
Apart from them, all the other participants such as Ok Pa Il, Kim Chang Yeol, Park Jae Sik,
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Kim Jong Won, who attended the photo exhibition in remembrance of the
1960s star Shin Seong Il.

Choi Hyun Sik, etc. were from regions outside Jeju. Among them, Choi Hyun Sik from

the Dongbaek Café in the east side of Chilseongtong, which was

Hongwon, Hamgyeongnam-do, married a woman from Jeju before settling down in

often visited by refugee artists, and it was widely used by the local

Jeju and worked as the Jeju Shinbo Managing Editor. Mr. Gye suggested me to enter

community of Jeju. Executives such as the Executive Director Shin

the recommendation system of the <Literature> Magazine as a test myself as soon as

Du Bang and the Managing Editor Kim Yong Su, and reports used

I entered high school, and he chose a few of my poems. Additionally, he recommended

to frequent the Namgung Café as the Jeju News Company was

me to do scribing work as he thought my handwriting was good, and introduced me

located just opposite it. It was also regularly used by the member of

to the president of the Dongyang Communications in Jeju. It was an unexpected job. At

the National Assembly Hong Mun Jung who was a former member

that time, there were no typewriters and articles were pen written in carbon paper and

of the Democratic Party, the Director of the Jeju Daily Newspaper

printing was done with a roller full of ink hanging on stencil called ‘Garibang’. People

and businessman Hong Jong Eon, the Managing Editor of the

close to Mr. Gye, such as Koh Young Gi, Kang Tong Won, Park Cheol Hee, Kim Seong Ju,

Jemin Daily Newspaper Koh Jeong Il, the brother of Koh Jeong

Kim Jong Won, etc. led high school students and created the club ‘Star Group (Byulmuri)’

Il and later the principal of Ohyun High School Jang Yong Jik,

represented by Kang Gun Hang, a student of Jeju University in October 1953, and started

the botanist who discovered Yongam Cave in Jeju Island and

publishing the <Star Group> (Gukpan 80 Pages) in December 20 of the same year.In no

member of the provincial assembly Bu Yong Hyu and Kim Jong

time, I was responsible for the production of this literary coterie magazine and I busied

Cheol who was a mountaineer and journalist, among others.

myself by collecting manuscripts and editing contents to a book size. I requested the cover

Exhibitions were also organized in this café sometimes, to

(Lee Chae Bong) according to the layout and illustrated the table of contents and cut

name the joint photo exhibition by Koh Young Il and Bu Jong

contents by myself. I remember the book shape was a real mess as the table of contents

Hyu (1955), illustrated poems by Kim Jong Won (55, 4), private

and cuts printed on the rubber board with the types were typeset but the drawing lines

painting exhibition by Kang Tae Seok (1955, 7), etc. Kim Jong

stretched during printing and damaging the whole layout. Thinking of it now, it seems like

Won and Kang Tae Seok were high school students. The Seoul

a nightmare. I would like to mention here the Woosaengdang Bookstore and Woosaeng

Motel was located behind the Namgung Café. It was used by

Publishing Company. Woosaengdang opened its doors in the middle of Ildo-ri, Jeju-eup

those who came to Jeju Island for filming from the mainland,

in the 1910s after the presumed Youngjuseogwan in the 1870s, and it was the only

or by singers appearing in vocal recitals. The teams of the

communication window with the mainland for the students in the 1950~60s, acting as

movie <Foggy Seogwipo> (1958) by the director Lim Han Rim

a private library. I learnt about writers not learnt at school such as Jeong Ji Young and

and the <Altair and the Vega> by the director Ahn Jong Hwa

Gwetae, T.S. Elliot and Albert Camus, and read magazines such as <Literature>, <Private

stayed in this motel. The main characters of such films such as

Educational Institute>, <Saebeot>, etc. In other words, I gained a lot of information

Hwang Hae, Seong Nami, Kim Sam Hwa, Lee Yeo Seong, etc.

and knowledge. That is why I used to choose some of my pieces of work I used to

also stayed in the same motel. Part of them had coffee in the

write overnight, submit them and wait anxiously until the magazines were published.

Namgung Café. I say the <Foggy Seogwipo> team during my

The president of this bookstore Koh Sun Ha was a pioneer was he was aware of the

summer vacation while in my 2nd year of university and the

importance of publishing in the Jeju society and the creative role of literature. He helped

<Altair and the Vega> team I saw when I was in my 4th year

Mr. Gye Yong Muk publicly and privately. He published Mr. Gye’s collection of essays

of university. I cannot mentioned everything for lack of space,

<Sangahtap> (1955), and the translated versions of Andre Gide’s <Immoral Man>,

but the old downtown at that time was the gathering space of

Leo Tolstoy’s <Confessions>, etc., and helped in the publication of <New Culture>,

cultured people as shopping parade. I called this Chilseongtong

<Heuksanho>, ,<Star Group>, etc. He was a devoted catholic who successively served

the Myungdong of Jeju. After the Mugeunseong generation I

the Jeju Catholic Church after Hong Wan Pyo.

moved to Woon Judang Alley, but I have never lived outside
the old downtown. Like this, the old downtown is clearly very

Jeju’s Myungdong, Chilseongtong’s Memories

important for me like a golden stroke drawn that cannot be

There is no way to leave Namgung Café without being mentioned. It was opened after

erased from my life years.
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Traces of the
Alive History of
Jeju, Meeting the
Old Downtown
Within Culture
Written by KIM DONG HYUN (Culture Critic)
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Site of Dongbaek Dabang, Chilseong-ro where the hideout for literary youth has transformed into a shopping street (Tommy Hilfiger)
ⓒ Go Han Hong

Preparing a little more special trip
It is clear that the center of Jeju culture is the original downtown. The original downtown is a space where
many traces of wavelengths created by Jeju in the face of modern times have been carved. The thing that
should not be overlooked is this space involves a social relationship.Just as Henri Lefebvre has already
penetrated, the space doesn’t simply mean physical distance or range of here and there. Locality shows the
necessity that the space should be actively interpreted as a product of social relations. If seen in this aspect,
walking the original downtown of Jeju doesn’t mean simply facing the trace of past. It also means actively
imagining and inventing the relationship between the past and present. Meanwhile, many researches on the
downtown of Jeju so far have devoted their role of the excavator of memories that uncover the traces of the
past. Discovering memories is meaningful in itself. However, the fact that the archeology of memory simply
realizes the past or exhibit the past to the venue of present, it straps and stuffs the past to the time. What is
important for us, is not the archeology of memory but the hermeneutics of memory. Archeology of memory is
to grant the meaning to the past discovered by us, to create it in the current point of view. The potentiality of
literary geography is meaningful only with practical effort that imagines original downtown with the creativity
of interpretation like this.
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Two old women who pass in front of old Gwandeukjeong carrying luggage on their back. ⓒ< 50 Years history of Jeju City >

Hub of Jeju cultural geography, Gwandeukjeong
Gwandeukjeong is one of the oldest buildings in Jeju. It was said to be built by Sin Suk Cheong, governor of
Jeju for military training in Sejong 30 years (1448) The word "Gwandeuk" came from the phrase "to shoot
a bow is to build a high and good virtue(射者所以觀盛德也)" in the Confucian scripture <Yegi>. It had
been the center of Jeju since the Chosun Dynasty and it used to the center of Jeju until the development of
new Jeju Island in the late 1970s began. The important works that handled Gwandeukjeong as a subject of
narrative reproduction are <Whsando> by Kim Beom Seok and < One spoon on the ground> by Hyun Gi
Young. <Whsando> by Kim Beom Seok is worth noting in terms of method to handle 4.3 uprising and its
immensity but also it effectively reproduces the narrative space through the mechanics of arrangement. In
addition, this text shows the sense of regional place within the space of three years of liberation

<Whsando> by Kim Beom Seok
The evidence of main character ‘Nam Seung Gi’ is retraced.
The introduction of the novel begins with the scene where Nam Seung Gi, the member of the armed guerrilla,
enters the Jeju castle by bus from Jocheon-myeon Y-ri, a liberation district. The bus departing from Jocheonmyeon passes through Sarabong and enters Jeju Castle. The scenery of the castle seen by Nam Seung Gi on
the bus is depicted as ‘thatched roofs’ stuck on the ground like beetles, and a stone wall that leads to one
side of newly constructed road. The introduction of the novel begins with the scene of castle captured by
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Nam Seung Gi, the member of the armed guerrilla who enter Jeju castle, is meaningful. It implies that the
future narrative will be developed around Jeju Castle. Nam Seung Gi, one of the characters of <Whsando>,
plays an important role in the novel together with the main character, Lee Bang Geun.Nam Seung Gi is a
native of Jeju, and when he was a child, he moved to Kobe, Japan and stayed there, returned to his native
country and worked as an English teacher at Jeju N Middle School. The scene that Nam Seung Gi, who is
on the road to revolution, entered the castle in order to figure out is not irrelevant to the fact that the main
stage of <Whsando> was spread mainly with Jeju castle. The scene of entering the castle by bus is depicted
realistically.
The recollection from the colonial period to the post-liberation situation and the look of current castle was
crossed at the introduction of the novel with Nam Seung Gi entering the castle by bus as a focalizer. If
comparing the previous two scenes with the time of novel after liberation captured by Nam Seung Gi, a
focalizer in the introduction, it shows the look of Jeju castle in February 26 1948. The scenes in the castle
depicted in novels ranging from 'Nam Moon Tong' to 'Chilseong Tong' and Barber Shop are depicted at
the peak of Gwandeukjeong Square. Portraying Gwandeukjeong in the novel first is not irrelevant to the
arrangement of the characters. Main character, Lee Bung-kyun's house in the novel is described as a house
with a large yard behind North Elementary School. His study is also a place where major figures in the novel
meet. <Whsando> widely covers the story of the warriors of Jeju 4. 3 uprising and the post stories focusing
on two characters, Lee Bang-guk and Nam Seung Gi. However, the main character of this novel is not only the
people who are agonizing in the midst of 4. 3 uprising in Jeju such as Lee Bang Geun, Nam Seung Gi, You Dal
Hyun and Kim Dongjin. The other main character of this novel is the streets.
Nam Seung Gi, who entered the Jeju castle by bus, went up straight along the newly constructed road and
crossed the intersection with Nam Moon Tong, crossed square in front of the post office' entered Nam Moon
Tong and climbed the 'gentle slope'. This passage, in which the route of Nam Seung Gi is described in detail,
is not just a one-time description. The main characters of the novel, Lee Bang Geun, Nam Seung Gi, You Dal
Hyun, Park San Dong, Kim Dong Jin and Yang Jun Ho, etc., constantly move the streets. It is because the space
arrangement of the main characters is centered on Gwandeukjeong.The most central place in the process
of narrative arrangement is the house of Lee Bang Geun. At the center of Lee Bang Geun’s house located at
northern new road back of North Elementary school, this novel placed You Dal Hyun at Nam Moon Tong, Yang
Jun Ho at Dong Moon Tong, Park San Dong at Byung Moon Stream and Kim Dong Jin outside Byung Moon
Stream. The novel unfolds based on the streets of the castle around Chilseong tong and Gwandeokjeong.
The house of You Dal Hyun located upward Nam Moon Tong, the house of Park San Bong across Seomun
Bridge, Lee Bang Geun’s house back of Jejubuk Elementary school , Yang Jun Oh’s house positioned by
crossing Dong Moon Bridge, by passing Rain Gauge Center a little. Houses of all the characters in Novel
are all positioned around Castle, the characters go and come this street. The center of street is focused on
Gwandeokjeong.
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< One spoon on the ground> by Hyun Gi Young
Ask the desperate reason of going to war
Another work with the stage of Jeju downtown is "One Spoon on the ground". "One Spoon on the Ground"
by Hyun Gi Young published in 1999, is a work that receives the evaluation as a comprehensive piece of Hyun
Gi Young’s literature that has constantly asked the present meaning of 4.3 uprising. This novel, in the form of a
growing novel, portrays the childhood memories and the look of concrete areas that have penetrated the historical
tragedy scene of 4.3 uprising in a lyrical handwriting. In the meantime, it has been dealt with in terms of overcoming
the introspection of passion story of 4.3 uprising and the artistic illustration of various democratic groups. Based on
the big axis of loss of hometown and return to hometown, this work captures the specific daily life of the people
who had to endure in the growth of boy and historical tragedy as a keen sight.
Hambakigul, who was the homeland of the author and also the victim of the 4.3 uprising, is depicted as an
'origin', but if watching the end of the work is ended with the item of the practice of returning home, this
novel can be described to be a narrative attempt that tries to restore a lost homeland in imagination. What
we discuss here is the recognition on the specific places embedded in the work, and the identity of the place
as expressed by Edward Ralph. The places in the works are not simply backgrounds but the sense of place,
one step further they play a role in defining the identity of the artist. The best scene among them is the
interpretation of Kwandeokjeong square.
Hyun Gi-young recognized Gwangdeokjeong square as the source of the resistance spirit that the island
community had. From Jandu, Lee Jae-soo to the mountain captain Lee Deuk Gu, Jangdu spirit of Jeju is
confronted with the present with the concrete space of Gwangdeokjeong square.
This part that named ‘old tradition of island community in which Jangdu was born and people resisted
against injustice of governmental authority with Janddu’ as the 'world of myths' shows precisely what the
sense of place by< One spoon on the ground> orients. It is intended to reproduce the reconstruction of the
island community and Jeju Island community spirit, which was devastated by Jeju 4.3 uprising, through the
Gwangdeokjeong square in a narrative way. In the novel, Gwangdeokjeong square is a space where the body
of Lee Deok-Gu, who died with a spoon inserted, was displayed violently, and it was also a space where
young people of Jeju marched for their voluntary enlistment. Square, the place where the myth, which resisted
against injustice, was substituted by ‘processions going to war’ for the voluntary enlistment of marine force.
It shows the moments of the inevitable choice of the Jeju people who want to be "the people" even through
the choice of marine force enlistment in the harsh time when they were not able to find their own life unless
they were recognized as "members of the people". Hyun Ki-young said that it "is the way to clear of the false
charge of " mob ". Survived people in the burned land, the sacrifice of the youth was so severe, many people
died but this time the order of enlistment was given to remained youth. It was the third marine that were
drafted first, they consisted of middle school students in Jeju-do. It was a short-term abrupt draft, so most of
them were more than 15 years old boys or young teenagers in their late teens. (omitted)
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Thus, the draft meant an eternal separation from their seniors who had opposed the establishment of a
sovereign government and were slaughtered in the name of the mob. They had no choice but to accept such
a contradiction. I can’t forget the loud cries and choruses that have shaken all over the town on the day they
left the island. Big shouting rose up through the collective victim mentality of island people who have been
crushed by the fear of death, it was true, there was no choice but to go to war in which they can open their
mouth frozen by fear.
The marine force enlistment was not voluntary choice. It was a severance with the generation and a choice
of contradiction to overcome fear. The reason why youths in Jeju had to be drafted with Taegeukgi in their
chest, was because they were forced to select violent separation from the mob. Since the collapse of Jangdo
spirit symbolized by Lee Deuk Gu, and the collapse of myths, only choice by Jeju people has been a constant
proof to prove that they are not mob. And this self-proof was only a way to become a member of the anticommunist state represented by 'Marine Corps draft'.

Today’ Wonjeong-ro connected from Dongmun rotary, which is entrance from Jocheon, to Gwandeokjong
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principal of Jejubuk Elementary school

“If Jejubuk Elementary
School is activated,
the original downtown
will be activated”
Written by Eom Young Seon (Freelancer)/photo by Oh Nam Hun

14th Graduation Photo in 1924 ⓒ100th Anniversary Memorial Hall
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The area where the city is relatively isolated
and lagging during the process of expanding
its outer appearance.However, the original

heyday of our country due to Asian Games,

downtown has been changed recently. As

88 Olympics, and so on. At the same time,

a hub of history and culture,Activities that

this local business district has also enjoyed

awaken the self-esteem of today’s children

the age of revival. Chilseong-ro, central

living in the era, which is totally different from

roadJeju’s commercial supremacy was

the past, are activated.The stories of ‘original

controlled by the neighboring area of our

downtown’ in Jeju are shared with Park Hee

school around Chilsung-ro, Jungang-ro.At

Sun, principal of Jejubuk Elementary School

that time, the number of students reached

which is the birth place of Jeju education

3,500.At that time, it was called “Daebuk

which has shared prosperity and declining

Elementary school, not “Buk Elementary

with the city.

school”.The pride of graduate of our school
was beyond expression.

It was called “Daebuk Elementary

In the 1980s, when our school enjoyed its

school, not “Buk Elementary

heyday,It was the pivotal place of economy,

school”.

policy, culture, art and education.There are
a lot of famous people from Buk Elementary

"The school's history has been 110 years.

School who are active in the Jeju Council

Anyway, it is not an exaggeration to say that

or in the field of culture and artsSuch a fact

the history of the school has share rise and

proves the reputation of the time. Many

fall with city.Compared to the 1980s when

houses with privileged family background

the city was first developed or the school
was built and it is true that the number of
students has significantly reduced and the
city has also declined. "
Jejubuk Elementary School was opened at
the very moment of change when modern
new culture, new knowledge and new
education was created from Confucian
scholars centered traditional education.
First of all, Jejubuk Elementary School is the
first public school in Jeju, and the first place
of Jeju modern education and share the
history of Jeju education.
"When searching the materials at the time,
there were 40 to 50 students per class. In
the 50s and 60s, despite of during the war,
the total number of students reached 2,000.
The great peak of “Buk Elementary School
seemed to be 80s and 90s. It was also the

Jeju’s commercial supremacy was controlled
by the neighboring area of our school
around Chilsung-ro, Jungang-ro.At that time,
the number of students reached 3,500.At
that time, it was called “Daebuk Elementary
school, not “Buk Elementary school”.The
pride of graduate of our school was beyond
expression.

such as judge, doctor sent their children
competitively to Buk Elementary school at
that time. When it comes to now, it can be
compared with Daechi-dong in Seoul.
When Park started for his new post as an
as a common teacher for the first time 33
years ago,There was no Samulnori club with
drums, janggu and kkwaenggwari. But he
recalled that he had tried many experimental
challenges such as operating folk club first in
Buk elementary school.
In addition, they have been recognized
to the extent that there is a reputation
that common teacher in Buk Elementary
school is better than the teacher director
of other school. Of course, such a pride is
still continuing. However, by city policy, the
center of all administration is shifted to the
new Jeju district and the city is declining
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The school also shared its fate so the number

the change of the downtown is inevitably

of students in Buk Elementary school

related with have various interests in the

decreased to 206 now. Watching the number

regional development. But if there is anything

of students which has seen remarkably

out of all that interest, it is the very education.

reduced, the principal felt ‘our school is
directly influenced by the flow of social
aspect. He also expressed concern about
misunderstandings of residents who were
alienated from development. "I thought the
depressed and dark surroundings were also

thought that school education and school

a serious problem.

should be the center of revitalizing the

Surrounding environment that is neither

center of the city even if setting aside the

preservation nor development, literally

influence on the school.

n e g l e c t e d s t a t u s o f c i t y, c a n c a u s e
many problems. Moreover, the negative

He firmly believes that such an atmosphere

psychological state of adults is reflected in

g i v e s t h e c h i l d r e n p o s i t i v e e n e r g y.

the children directly. There is a local figure

"Development in the original downtown

in the shape of children. I was worried

is to save our culture and history. The fact

about ways to improve, at that time, I heard

that children enjoy local culture is a root

a story about the development of original

education which can give pride and self-

downtown. What a good news. I thought

esteem that are beyond expression. The

'Hopefully the educational environment

development of the original downtown is

of children will change', 'the negative

to find our forgotten roots,It has a meaning

atmosphere can be changed to positive and

where we can establish ourselves as a

hopeful environment.

subject of cultural activities,I think it is
necessary in terms of education"

The development of the original

On the other hand, the change of the

downtown is needed in the

downtown is inevitably related with

educational perspective.

have various interests in the regional
development. But if there is anything out

Park Hee Soon the principal who thinks

of all that interest, it is the very education.I

the failure or success of original downtown

have ever conducted a round table meeting

development project totally depends on the

with the catchphrase "Someday, all the

participation of resident, emphasized the

villages are needed to raise a child."All the

effort in which local groups such as women's

members of Young people's associations,

associations, young people's associations,

women's associations, and old men came

the elderly association and village union, try

there. They came for our children setting

to act for the development of region, provide

aside their important works.

the village with vitality.

And there were many natural discussion
about topics such as the area should shine
brightly for the children, the history must
be saved, the culture should be revived. I
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addition, Park Hee Sun Principal insisted that
the process, whether culture or education,
must be a routine. As an example, there is
ancient government office right next to Buk
Elementary school, which was the center of
Jeju's history and administration, students of
Buk Elementary school are willing to study
and research it.If you start with familiarity
and close to me, it's the most effective
on-site trainingIn fact, Buk Elementary
school has conducted the project of kid
commentator who gives explanation about
ancient government office to tourists.
"Basic education is handled by the school,
and advanced education is carried out
by inviting commentators. Not long ago,
"Golden Bell" type ancient government
office quiz competition was carried out. In
fact, I did not expect much, but I was amazed
and proud when I watched the children
studying and participating enthusiastically all
over the night. "In addition, Buk Elementary
school is carrying out seasonal flower
planting' The change of the downtown is
inevitably related with have various interests
in the regional development. But if there is
anything out of all that interest, it is the very
education.“

We are planning governmental building
1

project that fits the level of children
such 'reproduction of past government
examinations'.
We are expecting synergy effect such as
local revitalization and attraction of tourists
as well as improvement of self-esteem of
children."The look of a city that has fallen
behind after its past prosperity embraces
bitter memories.
“The original downtown is the geographical
and historical center of Jeju.It is a place
where memories of Jeju people have been

2

accumulated. Based on the voluntary
participation of residents, we look forward
that the revitalization of original downtown
project will be developed actively based on
our history, culture and art.” .
The change of original downtown seems
to be already started from the passion of
Principal, Park Hee Sun who has thought
about the role of school as a subject of
revitalization and education of city in which
children, local culture artist coexist.
1 Gwandeokjeong 4.3 History and Culture
Exploring Site conducted by Buk Elementary

3

14th Graduation Photo in 1924 ⓒ100th Anniversary Memorial Hall
14th Graduation Photo in 1924 ⓒ100th Anniversary Memorial Hall
14th Graduation Photo in 1924 ⓒ100th Anniversary Memorial Hall

School2 Decorating original downtown by
students of Buk Elementary School3 Park
Hee Sun, principal of of Buk Elementary
School
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Special project

Think of the original downtown of Jeju 5

Think of
the original
downtown
of Jeju 5

Lee In Sik

People that dream of tomorrow in

was this downtown here. We have built

the original downtown

many memories while keeping this place for

As if the unfamiliar combination of

50 years. After my father died, we opened

familiarity and newness is some-

a branch, but when visiting the original

times a synergy of change,That

shop, the fragrance delivered to my nose is

is the case in the original down-

different. If you can smell diffuser fragrance

town of Jeju now. Here someone

in the branch, you can smell the vague

dreams of new renaissance of

fragrance here. I feel the most comfortable

original downtown with young

when I am in this original store. This is the

culture and art contents,

strength of the original downtown.

There position natives who have

We wish that it will be the core

kept here from the time when the

of original downtown which is

original downtown used to be

revived.

‘downtown’ literally, as a heavy

I hope it to become a crowded original

presence.

downtown a real downtown. And I hope

Once again question about the

that the Incheon Cultural Party will be

original downtown to them who

positioned at the center of it. Personally, I

have prides as a true downtown

would like to play a key role in protecting

of Jeju.

the Jeju downtown area by succeeding

Written by editorial department
Drawing. Jeong Sung Woo

These questions are given.
One,

더
아일랜더

I was born in t
he old dow
Two

미래
책방

아트
스페이스
•씨
제라진

인천
문화당
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까사돌 미예랑

풍류

Tomorrow that I dream of

Incheon Culture Hall
The fragrance of the original
downtown only that can’t be
imitated
hen my father settled in 50 years ago, it

family business with the pride over three
generations.

Im Sang Gyu

Lee Yong Hee

Kim Dae Won

The Islander

Casadol

Pungryu

Liveable village

My hometown where I spent my

A special romance seen by the

I started my business as a travel agency

life

view of outsider only

in 2013, and at first I rent an office in an

In fact, the word 'original downtown' was

In the eyes of the newcomer who has lived

office building in New Jeju However, due to

made artificially.It was named by land. When

for 2 years only,there is a unique romance

the nature of the officetel, it was in high-

questioning to grandmas in the rural area,

in the original downtown. So I named not

rise buildings that there was no interaction

they don’t understand this word.They barely

'Ireland Factory' but ' Pungryu'. Because

with people at all. Then I moved my office

understand when telling ‘Castle inside’. It

the skyscrapers are not densely populated,

to Chilsungro by the recommendation of

is not an exaggeration to say I have stayed

sufficient spaces, and it is also quiet and

my acquaintances. It is now a souvenir

almost of 78 years except the period when

convenient to live. Various reasons attracted

shop from a travel agency, but when I

I enter medical school in Seoul, the period

me to this place.

was operating a travel agency at the time,

of resident and military service. There is no

The synergy by different view is

there were a lot of guest houses and hotels

reason that I like this place or not. This is my

expected.

around, so its location was not so bad.

hometown so it is natural I love this place.

Simply speaking, I wish all the people get

In addition, the original downtown area was

A village where no one is alienated

along well. Both natives and emigrantsI

attracted by the bustling shopping streets,

If you build a house in foreign country, you

draw such a picture that the migrants who

classic houses, and small Olle Trail.Now,

have to build a house that is neither superior

have the power to look at it differently from

despite of many changes, there are many

nor inferior to other houses because village

the existing viewpoint are harmonized well.

spaces with classical look, I like this village.

residents have a meeting for this problem.

Of course it will be a very difficult process

The natives should not be ignored.

t is important to get together. If you have a

and it will take a lot of time to realize it,

Th e r e h a v e b e e n m a n y c h a n g e s i n

good natural environment, you can manage

but it does not mean we should dream only

appearance for just four years since I was

it well. We should pursue our happiness

what we can achieve. I sincerely hope this as

moved to this original center. But I do not

by furnishing our environment but if we

a citizen of Jeju and as a resident of original

think it's a positive change for everyone.

pursue only income, our environment will

downtoown.

Many of residents of the original downtown

be destructed. Jeju’s climate and natural

operate their own business, but worried

environment is better than anywhere, we

about rents that have recently risen

hope to have the balanced life that fits

sharply. I think that Jeju should arrange

our environment not just because it is the

the countermeasure for ‘Gentrification

original downtown of Jeju.

prevention’ so-called. I hope that the
various policies that enable the residents to
experience happiness will be provided.
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An He Gyung

Lim Ki Su

Art Space C

Jerajin Art book gallery

Future discovered in the past

My basic densely weaved the

A town together can restart

10 years ago this old down town appears

most

I started my work here in old down town by

to be weathering in view of old structures,

I have been living in Jeju all the time except

taking an opportunity of the Jeju –si Project

parking problem, deteriorated living

my college life.he space where Art Space

where it implemented the Culture &Art

KIM Gwang Heup
Miyelang small theater

conditions but I believed that still this
down town can be revived by the synergy
effect with surroundings elements such as

C located is the resident I was living for 10
years after my family move in when I was
9 years old.I feel at home and convenient

empty space leasing. Actually, the infra in old
down town is not equipped satisfactorily, but

here because I spent the period of time

there is significant meaning only by the fact

Mokgwana, Sanjichun, Jeju castle, traditional

there when the memory of space & time

that artist in culture & arts are gathered here

market. Therefore I launched a theater there

can be saved dense the most. Morning of

all together. It is like as base camp of entities

in 2007 and organized street arts festival,

Neighboring Dongmun plaza spreads full

of culture & arts so this became a place of

small concert in downtown etc. in the mean

of dynamic strength, and there are stores

our future being expected.

time 10 years have passed already.

Hope New strength be continued
I sincerely hope the support be continued

and merchants in every alley that still hold
my memory. When I hear the bell sound
of church during my stride that I couldn’t

New center of Jeju culture & arts
I hope this old down town can become

experience if I live in downtown remind me

a center where the regional culture of

from the level of city as well as province the

of my invaluable childhood memory one by

Jeju can be led favorably thru creating

contents in downtown can be produced by

one. This is the place I can enjoy my slow

environment where artist can work under

the artist devoted for the artists working for

living where recollecting my old memory

stable environment rather than one time

culture & art development in Jejudo. There is

hidden.

activity confined by pre-determined period.

a hope that the cultural festivals performed

Hope low but wide community

by individual town has to be reviewed
from integrated perspective so that it can
be centralized thru big frame that can be
executed in the context of the down town
Program.

with no wall
If possible, I hope there will be no more tall
buildings. Old down town can only be met
in the photo if the space filled with full of
memory is fell down by paw crane one day
and square buildings are built there. There
are number of researchers asking space here
to stay to research the nature, history, culture
of Jeju, therefore I hope this area should
become a space for humanities to be able to
exhibit the result of such research collecting
related materials not to speak of bookstore.
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Under any circumstances, I hope the down
town can be an area long-term vision can
be discovered. Fortunately, old down town
nowadays appears to be recovering it
strength.

Lee Na Hyun
Milae bookstore
Inconvenience is a biased thought

Incheon culture center

The Islander

A stationary shop with 50 year history providing high

A fancy shop full of cute souvenir where blue sign

quality stationeries made feel nostalgia being a his-

board can be found in the middle alley of downtown

this place. Not well settled infra they say

tory of downtown.

in particular.

but I feel convenience in getting supply of

Address : 30-1 Gwnaduk-ro 8gil Jeju-si

Address : 41 Chilsung-ro Jeju-si

Tel : 064-757-3257

Tel : 010-8971-5562

KKasadol

Poongryu

this.Actually, my client says the same thing.

A place like heaven for mania of classical music.

IA culture café where you can enjoy beautiful land-

If there comes some more new shops in

Available to enjoy classic dices aged with flavor of

scape in a glance thru one piece window and terrace.

best coffee.

Address : 31 Gwandukro 8gil 31, Jeju-si

Address : 12 gil 7 Jungang-ro, Jeju-si

Tel : 064-757-7566

It is barely 2 months since I open a
book store, I found that this downtown
is fascinating as the town give us very
comfortable feeling. Instead of feeling that
town is shabby but I feel dynamics of the
residents of their long story taken living in

necessities from nearby the largest market in
Jeju Dongmun market so I would like to say
this is the best place.

To enjoy this unique place
I believe that there is no other place of down
town Jeju where you can feel experience like

addition to existing one, the atmosphere in
this town will become much brighter I guess.

Tel : 064-757-7566

In addition, I hope this street should be filled

Miyelang small theater

Downtown

A performance art of communication specialized

A composite culture exhibition hall connecting

small theater used to organizing for last 10 years

people with art with close communication by intro-

Street art festival, small concert in downtown with

ducing various new & pioneer artworks and various

residents.

cultures local & abroad.

Address : 72 Jungang-ro, Jeju-si

Address : 69 Jungang-ro, Jeju-si

Tel : 064-722-5254

Tel : 064-745-3693

Jerajin
Picture book gallery

Mirae Book store

A Picture book specialized gallery where citizens

INewly opened bookstore for 2 months. Not only

making and operating being a reading group now

used book subject to collection but also books of

preparing exhibition of picture books, and continu-

taste by bookseller are well displayed.

ously processing related education program.

Address : Gwandukro 4 gil 3 Jeju-si

Address : Gwandukro 6 gil 11, Jeju-si

Tel : 010-3656-1753

by tourists by walk to look around instead
of rent car that should be parked proper
place. I expect very much the culture & arts
programs since IAA launched at former Jeju
university hospital. I hope many programs
can be produced using local theme.

Tel : 064-757-2014
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Special edition

Think about Jeju Old-down town 6 Jeju at a glance

Site of first modern school
7

abc

8

Youngjugwan site

4

Chilsung-ro

Buksugu hongmun site
20

Choi Ik Hyun exile Site

10

15

24

Gwanduk-jung

22

Marine sprit tower
Dongmun rotary
21

Jungang rotary

First every 5 day bazaar
Jinseoru site

Samchun seodang site

Jeju Mok-regional gov’t office building

13

2

Gongshinjung site

6

12

Jeju first Hamggyo site

1

Sungnae Church
17

16

Jeju Central catholic church

Old Hyundai theater
25

Hyangsadang
23

Dongmun bazar

9

Chalmiheon (Iaadongheon ) site

3

Jungwonru site

18

Gyulimseowon
19

11

Galakkeutmul site

Ohyundan

Byungmunchun
Nammun rotary

5

Jeju castle site
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Namsugak site

14

Unjudang site

Yonsanglu site

e

Inside Jeju castle

Yonsanglusite
East gate site of Jeju castle
Demolished 1914 by colonial Japan
1

Jinseorusite
West gate site of Jeju castle
Baekholu is its another name

Samchunseodangsite
A seodang-school-built around
Sanjimul area
By Kim Jung Yi Jejumokksa in 1736
10

2

Jungwonrusite
South gate site of Jeju castle
3

Demolished 1918
stood longer than other 3 lus in South
gate site
Buksuguhongmunsite
Buksugu of Jeju castle
Site of Hongmun
4

11 Galakkeutmulsite
Site of a spring Galakkeutmul
Famous of taste of water in
Jeju castle earlier times

JejufirstHamggyosite
Jeju first Hamggyo site
Currently Jeju Bank head Office area
12

Firstevery5daybazaar
Place of the First every 5 day bazaar
13

14

Unjudangsite

Commanding post of military
Namsugaksite
Lu-building built on Namsugu Jeju castle commander
Located eastern section of Jeju castle
Currently 2nd lu is built on this site
5

ChoiIkHyunexilesite
Exile site of Renowned Confucians
in Daehan dynasty
Cum anti-Japan fighter
6

Youngjugwansite
Jeju mok guest house
7

Stayed gov’t officials who bring
order from King
Ancestral tablet also laid here to
pay tribute to Expired Kings
Siteoffirstmodernschool
Jeju gov’t run school
8

15

JejuMok-regionalgov’tofficebuilding

Gov’t building in Josun dynasty
Center of politics, admin.

19

Ohyundan

After the demolition of Gyulimseowon
due to closure order
The shrine to pay tribute to 5 wisdom
ancestors
Where 5 tombstones(jodusuk) was
installed
When I Left
20 Gongshinjungsite
A pavilion built Buksugu area one of the
Best tour place in Jeju castle
Demolished during Japanese rule

21

Marinesprittower

Tower in memory of marine soldiers
Died in battle during Korean war 19501953
From Jeju
22 SungnaeChurch
First church in Jeju founded by Pastor
Lee Ki Poong
Built in the Training unit inside castle

culture of JejuSince Tamra Kingdom
16

OldHyundaitheater

Jeju first movie theater open in 1954
Previously used traveling
theater duringJapanese rule
17

JejuCentralcatholicchurch

Catholic Cathedral Anglican Church
First catholic church built in 1899

23

Dongmunbazar

Open 1954 first public market in
Jeju-do
The largest distribution center
before Large mart
Came into this area.
Gwanduk-jung
Training ground for bow shooting
By soldiers built in Sejong dynasty Josun.
The oldest wooden structure
existing in Jeju
24

Gyulimseowon
Established in 1907 at guest house site Shrine cum Education institution
in Josun dynasty
9 Chalmiheon(Iaadongheon)site
Ancestral tablet also laid
Site of admin. office of Pangwan
here to pay tribute to5
Who assisted Jeju Moksa- governor
wisdom ancestors(Kim jung, Kim Sang- 25 Hyangsadangt
Hyun, Jung Eun, Song si Yuol)
in Josun dynasty
SiteofHyangchungadvisingheadofprovincialarea
18
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A Close Look at Villages

Cheongsu-ri Story

Chungsuri firefly embroidering blue Gotzawal into yellowⓒChungsuri community center
48

A land where
deep green
Air flows

The entire village is a living nature study area
Chungsu-ri village is surrounded by Gojawal and oreum along the Olle
Trail. The stone wall walk way that can be frequently seen in Jeju village is
winding, and houses and fields lined up at appropriate intervals. Chungsuri where quiet air flows through neatly built building, formed around the
Bongcheon water area, which is called "Heukseungmul". Four radiation

Chungsu-ri

towers were built because the energy of west was weak when making this
village, but now one is damaged and only three remain. In the village, the
area is still considered sacred, and the stone and the trees nearby can’t
be cleaned or moved. On one side of the village, the Gama oreum and the

Written by editorial department

Peace Museum are located. At the summit of Gama oreum, all the western
parts of Jeju Island are seen, because of this reason, the underground
of Japanese military was built at Pacific war. Even if the Japanese army
retreated after liberation, the village still had the pain of being forced into

There is a dream-like village

labor to dig the underground fortress. In order not to forget the memories

in Jeju Island. The place where

of that time, Chungsu-ri restored a part of the underground fortress to

deep green air flows between

use it as a peace museum. The firefly museum, Uttreu Museum and the

heaven and earthIf you drive

Equestrian Training Center are located nearby. Equestrian Training Center

about 40 minutes to the west of

is connected to the horse ranch, Chungsu-ri firefly festival is held in this

Jeju downtown, you can reach

place. The space for horses is scattered widely in the large area, and you

Chungsu-ri, a real Jeju embraced

can feel the freedom as if seeing wild horse on the grassland. In this way,

by Jeju Island. The old name of

the efforts of the residents of Chungsu to keep nature together have been

Chungsu-ri is ‘Nulmara[板旨] ‘ or

recognized everywhere. Based on the strong solidarity of the residents, the

‘Nulmareum[板舍]. It belonged

equestrian training experience, wild flower project, experience farm and

to Jeoji-ri, an administrative

Chungsu water farming association village led a big achievement of grand

district until late of 18th century.

prix as Agricultural Village in the Republic of Korea in 2012. In addition, it

Since the beginning of the

was designated as a Jeju-style local community project and established a

19th century, the village name

distribution network of agricultural products with related companies. It was

of ‘Cheongsu’ started to be

also designated as farming and fishing village experience and recreation

found, it became independent

village operator by the Ministry of Food, Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries,

from Jeoji-ri into Chungsu-ri an

we received excellent evaluation in the aspect of village resource utilization

administrative district in 1956.

and development.

Located between flat land and
high land, maintaining a unique

The magical forest Gotjawal Chungsu-ri

and beautiful nature, Chungsu-ri
has wide ranch, citrus farm and

Gotjawal, which represent Chungsu-ri, is an ecological environment that

warm people.

can be seen only in Jeju Island. It is a place where the volcanic eruption
49

made the sticky lava harden and become a land. As can be seen from the

because of the visit of tourists on the ranch where the firefly lives. That’s

name of Gotjawal, where the forests and stones are combined in Jeju

because if tourists do not know the way, they got easily lost or the nature

language, Gotjawal used to be a land of trouble that could not be farmed

is often damaged by tourists. Fireflies are so sensitive creatures that they

due to too many stones.It was not long before this land, which used to

finally leave the land if they are stimulating. So village people consider

be like a barren land, began to be recognized as an ecological space.

the coexistence with fireflies as their top priority. They not only want to

Stretched from Mt. Halla to the coastline, the forests of this area become

share Unmunsan firefly, which is an indigenous species in Korea, among

lusher due to environmental feature that the tropical plant and the cold

the various kinds of fireflies, but also want to create a land in which

land plant can be grown together, which naturally offer a very good place

fireflies can live through meticulous management. As a result, the village

for animals to live. Chungsu-ri Gotjawal used to be a collective barn in

of Chungsu-ri became the place where you can see the fireflies the most

the village, but now it is used as a place for horse riding training, firefly

in Korea. Gotjawal's symbol is life and vitality. In fact, the population of

festivals and a horse ranch.Walking through the tunnels made of dense

Chungsu-ri decreased during the Japanese colonial period. Again, the

trees, cool breezes are blowing, and there is no incline so it is a perfect

people are gathered and the people are trying to make a land where

place to explore and to take a walk. On the other hand, the summer of

people, animals and plants can live well.Recently, the village of Chungsu-

the village of Chungsu-ri starts with ' Bulanji', a firefly. The villagers who

ri has been renovating various places for tourists visiting the festival. As we

started the firefly festival officially from this year will sell agricultural

began our development for protection, the color of the sky and the earth

products that they have directly grown or they become explorers for

of the Chungsu-ri will shine for a long time?

guiding a field trip. In fact, the firefly festival in Chungsu-ri was planned

The lives of Gotjawal, where deep roots in the ground for a long time are intertwined ⓒOh Nam Hoon
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Horse riding experience ⓒChungsu-ri village union/Jeju Peace
Museum/ Gotjawal(firefly eco trail)

Star
flowing
village
Chungsu-ri
Who live?

Chuja-myeon

Woodomyeon

Jeju
Hanrimeup

Jocheoneup

Aewoleup
Pyosunmyeon

Hangyung-myeon

Seongsaneup

Namwoneup

Chungsu-ri

Indeukmyeon

Gujwaeup

Seogwi-po

Daejeongeup

362

Numbers of
household

Population Men

women

364
352

Please enjoy
Chungsu-ri experience
programs
Clean area embroidered by firefly

Chungsu Gotjawal
2.48km

Must-stop
attractions of
Chungsu-ri

Clean area embroidered by firefly

Clean area embroidered by firefly

Chungsu Gotjawal

Horse riding experience

Traces of painful history, Gama oreum

Planting angraecum in basalt

Jeju Peace Museum

SEOKBUJAK experience
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마을 가까이
보기
Closer
view of
village

함께 어울리기
1
Village
and people

‘Bulanji’ lights
a midsummer
night.

A silent summer night, there is a lot of

Go Young Guk,

Walked Gotjawal with Go Young Guk,

head of Chungsu-ri village

chit chats in Chungsu-ri. This is because
the ranch is embroidered by the light
of 'Bulanji (fireflies)' living in the old
village collective farm. The place where
the fireflies fly under green trees,
head of Chungsu-ri
Written by Jang You Jin (freelancer)/photo by Oh Nam Hun
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To prevent the firefly, which is a newly started

This place where people and fireflies enjoy ‘well-

festival, from disappearing

being’

When you drive for 40 minutes from city to enter the village of Chungsu-ri,

While preparing the festival, there were no easy things such as educating

the flowers that fill the stone walls first came into sight. This place is Gotjawal,

commentators composed of village people and building a firefly museum.

which is the paradise for fireflies, plants that live in cold and warm places grow

Head of village, who hosted the first festival in the second year since his

together, which creates unique ecosystem."The biggest purpose of starting the

inauguration, has both worry and pride at the same time. "There is no special

festival was to preserve the fireflies. That’s because too many people visit the

way of leadership. I try to listen to the people's opinions as much as possible,

ranch. It is dark and dangerous when people enter the ranch at night. Once

and then I try to talk about them. I hear a lot of opinions from elders and call a

people got lost during the day, 119 has been dispatched. So I thought I would

lot of meetings. That’s because I can’t proceed the plan only with my opinion.

have to systematically manage the entrance of tourists. The village of Chungsu-

Fortunately, there was no objection against the festival. The festival should be

ri, which started the firefly festival this year, had a hard time because of the

successful but the reaction is good, so sometime proud but sometimes worried.

rush of reservations. It was because of the flood of tourists who want to see the

He contributed to the creation and proceeding of the festival much. He

fireflies. Unlike other festivals that usually start to advertise the town's tourism

grew up in the village of Chungsu-ri, lived in other region for a while then

products, the firefly festival in the village of Chungsu-ri, began with the purpose

came back. Head expressed his affection by calling the village of Chungsu-

of protection and preservation of fireflies. "I grew up watching fireflies from my

ri the 'hometown he wanted to protect'."When I host the festival, people

childhood, but I did not really know about fireflies. When hosting festival and

like not only fireflies but also walkway. Fireflies do not come out regularly,

sharing fireflies with a lot of people for the protection, a lot of knowledge is

so sometimes people only see two or three fireflies, but I think people love

needed"Especially, Gotjawal is very suitable for the living of fireflies because of

beautiful walkway and intact nature itself. The village head, who has always

its high humidity and high temperature and a lot of snails that feed on fireflies.

smiled well with the nature of Chungsu, Gotjawal, wanted to keep good old

The head of village has prepared the festival with a systematic study of the

days as well as to develop the town. He dreams of the village where both

ecology of fireflies. "I wanted to use another word other than a festival, but

people and nature are comfortable."I want to build a farm village-like farm

I can’t find out a proper one. To increase the number of fireflies that people

village. I dream of a farm village where people share food with each other like

can see, listen to and enjoy, small number of people should come so I planned

my childhood. When some of the newlyweds saw the fireflies, they said ‘it is

touring of twenty people, intended to receive the application from hundred

like Christmas tree and they wanted to live here.A village where they want

people for the first time. The commentators originally planned to walk slowly

to live, what a great words!. I am concentrating on the fireflyfestival as much

by telling old stories about the ranch, but many people protested that only few

as possible now, but in the future I would like to make a village company to

people are allowed to participate. So now, I think about 400-500 people go in

sell agricultural products in connection with the cleanliness of the fireflies. The

and out a day.

citrus is very delicious here. "Chungsu-ri, a village of clear water, was fresh

"The place where the firefly festival is held now used to be a common ranch

by sunshine through dense green forest and trees everywhere. If you want to

in the village. There are fewer horses left at home now because fewer cows

leave the loud noises of the city, if you want to meet the untouched nature

are being raised. If you walk through thick forests, you can also see the horses

of the old days, Chungsu-ri would be a perfect place? I look forward to the

walking around leisurely. But it is not easy to meet a firefly. Bright light, strong

well-being of the ‘Bulanji’to fly with fewer external stimuli. It is dark because

smell, loud noise drives fireflies away. They prefer a place that is open enough

you can’t light up, so it would be difficult to go if you wear slippers. But the

to fly with fewer external stimuli. It is dark because you can’t light up, so it

firefly that meets through the difficulties is as dreamy and beautiful as the

would be difficult to go if you wear slippers. But the firefly that meets through

midsummer Christmas.

the difficulties is as dreamy and beautiful as the midsummer Christmas.
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Closer view of village

Story of Harye-ri

The summer of Hyodon stream, where the water flows when it rains, is calm and grand. ⓒOh Nam Hoon
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‘Gachi Geula’
The village of
pureness where
the water light is
rolling

From the mountain to the sea, a village colorful with water light
Harye-ri, where Halla Mountain is located overhead, is warm throughout
the year as the winter wind can’t come over. Villagers have done a lot
of citrus farming.The tangerine field near the river boasts sweet-andsour taste due to a large difference in temperature. Since the best citrus
farm land for an offering to the king in Chosun Dynasty was located, the
tie between Harye-ri and citrus is inseparable. Above all, the highlight
of the Harye-ri is Hyodon Stream. It is 13 km long from the top of Mt.
Halla to the sea, was designated by UNESCO as a biosphere reserve,
and the bumpy, white riverbed creates unusual scenery. It is a dry stream

Harye-ri

which doesn’t usually have a lot of flow, but when it rains, it is easy to
see strange rocks in the area. In the downstream, there located famous
Swesogak (a pond with cow lying shape)There are big and small 'so(pond)'

Written by editorial department

all over Hyodon Stream. 'So' is another world of pond. In ‘Namnaeso’ the
biggest so in Jeju, hopeless love story of a rich daughter and a farm hand
is handed down. Even though they loved each other, they broke up due
to the marriage of girl, the man jumped into the Namnaeso in despair.
People are building shrines to honor their ardent love. On the other hand,
Harye 2-ri, located on the beach side, was designated as the best ecovillage by the Ministry of Environment in 2013. You can meet Gosalri-gil

Harye-ri, located in the far west

covered by lush evergreen. Gosalri means a place of spring and nearby.

of Namwon-eup, 7km east from

As there is a place where the water is scattered throughout the year, and

S e o g w i p o, i s a t o w n w h e r e

it is often used as a place to pray for wishes. The nature of Gosanri was

water flows on both sides and

preserved well to the extent that you should go there with a person who

a mountain in the background.

knows the forest well not to get lost. It is the most popular spot in Harye-

If you look at Tamagi in the

ri tour due to its 2 km prolonged walkway along the valley. As you walk

17th century, this place was

along the primeval forest, you can see different trees entangled from the

called Hokchon-hyunAt the end

roots. Once you enter the cozy forest, the trees and the moss covering the

of the 19th century, the name

floor would remind you of a scene in a fantasy movie. The taste of Harye-

"Harye-chon" first appeared,

ri climaxes in the Mangjangpo. The shape of Jeju old port is preserved still

and in 1965, it was divided into

well enough to be called cultural property. There are many stories in the

‘Harye1-ri’ and ‘Harye2-ri”.

name of Mangjangpo. One is related with transportation of Jeju material

Harye-ri, which had been known

to Yuan Dynasty through this port. The other story told it was named due

for the best citrus plantation for

to a lot of netting. There was also the story it was called Manjangpo as it

the offering to the king in the

had defense facilities such as signal fire.

past, enjoy a renaissance as a
hub of eco-tourism today.

‘UNESCO's treasure full of youth
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Harye-ri began to be known in 2002 since it was designated as a "key

tours, Gosal-ri walking and tangerine burger eating. Since the ecotourism

region of the UNESCO Biosphere Reserve" Among them, various precious

started, Harye-ri began to be called as "treasure of UNESCO" or

creatures living around Hyodon Stream attracted great attention. Not

"ecotourism attraction loved by people of the world, the most competitive

only all the group of plants of Halla Mountain, such as warm temperate

element of Harye-ri is a virtuous cycle structure where the nature of region

zone plants, broad-leaved forest, bushes, and high elevation forests are

is introduced to the tourists and the revenue is returned to residents.

positioned but also rare animals living near the Hyodong Stream. In

Of course, it was only possible because residents felt the same way that

particular, the first class endangered species such as manganese, stone

ecotourism is the key to realize village vision Meanwhile,The attempt

plum tree, pine needles, Crypsinus hastatus and Akebian fruit orchid are

to connect citrus farming and ecotourism by young farmers who grow

indigenous, and the government designated the Hyodong River as a natural

citrus has led a big achievement. Making the unique tracking space with

reserve to protect it. Then, a new trend of 'biosphere reserve eco-tourism

climbing experience site in Hyodon Stream, which used to be a playground

village 'arrived to the village in 2014. Last year, Jeju was designated as

in childhood, elevated the competitiveness of village. Because Harye-ri

one and only project operator of ‘UNESCO Biosphere Reserve region,

is a place where people can feel and experience the intact nature, young

Harye-ri, Travel Branding Program to Reduce carbon footprints’ 'Carbon

tourists, who used to feel a sense of distance to ecotourism, are gathering

footprints' means the emission amount of greenhouse gases from all the

here one after another. Harye-ri, the place of people who preserve the

processes in which people produce and consume Harye-ri developed the

nature wisely, live in the bosom of nature The valuable change of Harye-ri

tourism programs that minimize greenhouse gas emissions such as bicycle

is still underway.

The look of Manjangpo that embraces many years of stories ⓒHarye 1-ri village union
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Hyodon Stream Tracking ⓒHarye 1-ri village union

The vitamin
of Jeju
ecotourism
Harye-ri
Who live?

Hanrimeup

Gujwaeup

Aewoleup
Pyosunmyeon

Hangyung
-myeon
Indeukmyeon

Seongsaneup

Namwon-eup
Seogwi-po

Harye

Daejeongeup

Harye 1-ri

Population

Men

492
605
579

Women

A secret scenery embraced by

virgin forest
A flavor of a vague old port

Manjangpo

Jocheoneup

Jeju

Numbers of household

Must-stop
attractions
of Harye-ri

Woodomyeon

Chuja-myeon

Harye 2-ri
Numbers of household

Population

Men

2 40
298
261

Women

Unique tracking that crosses
A trip energized with Vitamin
Please enjoy
milk color rock
Citrus burger
the experience Hydon Stream tracking
experience
Total distance 2.48 km/located in Harye 1-ri located in Harye 1-ri Welfare center
program of
Heating trip
Harye-ri
along forest walkway
Gosal-ri Trail
Total distance 2.1 km/located in Harye 2-ri
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Closer view of village

Village and people

Dreaming of
'ecotourism'
village of all

Looking at Clean Jeju Isalnd with its mountains

Heo Eun Seok

the meaning of ecotourism village for the

Chairman of the Council for

development and preservation of village by

Ecotourism Village in Harye-ri

meeting Heo Eun-seok, Chairperson of the

Written by Eom Yong Sun(Freelancer) / Photo by Oh Nam Hoon
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and fields,you would have the feeling of
natural healing.Ecotourism is a tour where
you can get closer to the nature of JejuThere
exist many pretty villages where intact nature
are preserved.We heard the necessity and

Ecotourism Village

Ecotourism approaches the nature of village.

Intact natural village, its healthy utilization

Ecotourism is a tourism that approached the nature of the village out of

" Travel Branding Program, which reduces carbon footprint, is a tourism that

typical type of tourism focusing on just sightseeing of the attraction in

thinks of environment literally. It is a program for making and branding of the

the local area.The trip being with village people to search the meaning

course which can experience the nature of village while minimizing the amount

of ecosystem, it would be a special experience itself, also be a process

of emissions to suit eco-tourism town of Biosphere Reserve Area. Its purpose

of differentiating the purpose of your tripAs the title of the chairman

is making brand into ‘Theme type multi-program in which existing experience

of Council of Ecotourism Villages in Harye-ri says, Heo Eun Seok’ pride

program operated by residents and the cooperation of the administration and

and goal on ecotourism are great. In 2014, Harye-ri was designated as

experts are combined. For this goal, ‘Harye-ri national design group’ was created

a biotope conservation eco-tourism village.The chairman and residents

with service designer, experts in various fields, local residents and administrators.

have developed and operated a variety of ecotourism programs. As a

The program includes Hyodon Stream tracking, bike tours, Gosal-ri walking,

representative activity, Hyodon Stream Tracking can be suggested, and it

citrusBurger tastings and experiences. Among them, Hyodon Stream tracking can

was designated Korea’s second UNESCO Biosphere Reserve in December

be referred to asa highlight of ecotourism where you can experience treasures like

2002..Harye-ri is located in Namwon-eup, Seogwipo, Jeju-do,The terrain

nature.. "Hyodon Stream running to the west of the village forms deep valleys

that stretches from north to south from Halla mountain to the seashore,

in the high altitude right under Halla Mountain, combines many valleys. In the

has all the elements of rivers, ascents, oreum and forests.It is a real

mountain breast where water flows down, 'Donnaeko' and 'Moringido creates

repository of ecotourism resources. The village is divided into Harye 1-ri

dragon water to collect summers vacationists. The charm of Hyodon Stream

located at the far west of Namwon-eup and Harye 2-ri which separate

is endless. In particular,You can see various endangered plants and other rare

Seogwuipo downtown and Namwon-eup at the upstream of Hyodon

animals and plants.Cymbidium Orchids in Jeju-do, Diapensiaceae, pine needles,

Stream. "The ecological tourism village council of Harye-ri is the center of

Crypsinus hastatus and Akebian fruit orchid legally protected are very valuable in

town! The residents of Harye 1-ri and Harye 2-ri are acting as the subjects.

terms of academic aspect.It was designated as a Natural reserve for protection.

The residents voluntarily advertise the village, deliver its beauty and think

The residents of Harye-ri act as environment teachers or guides for tracking by

of the preservation at the same time, We take ecotourism as a tool to

learning the ecosystem of Hyodon Stream The more you know about the village,

realize the public welfare of the people, and also residents take it as a

the greater the pride and self-esteem,which is one of the positive change. "In

major strategy to realize the vision of the village. Even though Chairman

fact, the tracking experience team is operated by 100 percent of the residents'

Heo has drawn the pride of residents on village through community

self-government.Residents themselves are studying the ecosystem in Harye-ri and

activities that is voluntary and active based on resident agreement, but

based on their knowledgethey can provide the description on ecosystem. They

such activities were not that easy from the beginning. In case of the elderly

are all born and raised in this village. So there is something special which can’t be

in the village, we needed a long persuasion process.We show the gradually

conveyed by the simple acquisition of knowledge in their commentary. Travelers

changed village by explaining the meaning and direction of Ecotourism

will be able to communicate with the nature of Hyodon Stream with the nature

attraction designation, practicing one by one. Those who used to oppose

of Harye-ri that was experienced through the memories of childhood, and their

for the first time, are willing to show their interest in activities now, those

lively commentary. ‘Geolseoak’named as entire oreum resembles a feral cat,

who are not able to participate directly gave us lots of support "Thanks to

‘Hwangae’ of which coastline has the best scenery, ‘Sanimul’ beach for summer

their support, in May last year, ‘Branding program for tourism that reduces

vacation and ‘Manjangpo of which original form remains among southern ports

carbon footprint’ was designated as one of final 13 tasks in the special

in Jeju-do, The residents here can express their thanks for such gifts of nature. I

task contest of Government 3.0 National design group. This designation is

wish their healthy footsteps continued for ‘intact Hyodon Stream’ and ‘Harye-ri,

one and only in Jeju-do, it was promoted as an excellent case, currently, a

the treasure of Jeju through such healthy utilization.

lot of progress is underway in various fields "
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Tastes of Jeju
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Yaksik 藥食同源
dongwon
3 selections of summer
healthy food in Jeju
Jari mulhoe
(Cold Raw Damselfish Soup)
Hanchi mulhoe
(Cold Raw Cuttlefish Soup)
Benjarimiyukguk
(Cottonwick sea mustard soup)
At the time when there was no
fan or air conditioner,How did Jeju
people spend their summer?At a
field without shadows, above the
sea where the sun is shining,those
who regarded labor as their destiny
ruled the heat with healthy food.
If you have a seasonal bowl of cold
raw fish soup, you will have a good
taste.With a bowl of soup boiled with
cottonwick, your body exhausted
from summer heat got easier.
The word of Yaksikdongwon (Food
and medicine has the same origin)
perfectly fit this summer
Written by Kim Min Jeong (freelancer)
Photo by Oh Nam Hun
Place, food sponsored by Kim Ji Sun
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Food from nature,
A bowl of food that keeps your health
Jeju, which is surrounded by the sea, has benefited from sea Summer
seems to be the best among them. In the summer, there has been a saying
that people should eat five fishes that end in 'ri'.
Such fishes include Jari, Venjari, Gakjuri(filefish), Bukbari and Dageumbari.
It is also true that it is becoming harder to see such fishes.
Among them, the fish that represents the summer of Jeju is Jari above all.
There are many stories why it is called “Jari”, the dominant opinion is that
it is called ‘Jari’ because it goes up and down in its place.
"Once upon a time, there was a saying when eating ‘Jari hoe’ in the
summer, eyes got brighter "
It means people get energy so their eyes got brighter”
Kim Ji Soon, a food master said, Even if this fish is grown up fully, its
size is small with Half the size of an adult's palm, but Jaridom contains
rich nutrition such as fat, protein, and calcium. If you eat a bowl of cold
raw fish soup after cutting Jaridom and mixing with fresh vegetable and
seasoning, it is perfect for you to restore your energy in summer.
We can’t exclude Hanchi cold raw fish soup which is a rival with Jari cold
raw fish soup. Hanchi belongs to the family of cuttlefish, but it was named
because the length of leg is just Hanchi (approximately 3cm)
It is said to be good for prevention of adult diseases such as high blood
pressure because there are many unsaturated fatty acids in low calorie,
high protein. It looked similar to squid, but the texture is more tender and
sticky so enjoyed as cold raw fish soup. In Jejudo, 'If Hanchi is rice, squid
is barley rice. If Hanchi is Injeolmi (luxurious rice cake), squid is Gaetteuk
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Soybean-based food cultureMinimized seasoning and
Maximized original flavor
(cheaper rice cake). So it is nonsense to compare two, but anyway, it seems

Jeju style cold raw fish soup are not as red as they are on land. That’s

obvious that Hanch is treated as more precious food.

because they did not use red pepper paste or red pepper powder

In Jeju, Jefi leaves are the necessity ingredient of cold raw fish soup. Jefi

traditionally. Because soil and climate are not suitable for pepper farming

leaves are easily founded from the summer field.If the fish is a product

and the storage was also difficult due to humid climate,the food culture

obtained from the sea, Jefi leaves is a gift from field. Interesting thing

focused on soybean paste and soy sauce naturally developed.However,

is the original purpose of its unique fish flavor was to remove the fishy

Jeju soybean paste is special.

smell but also effective to sterilization, so it was used as more necessary

"Jeju soybean paste does not have any bad smell so raw soy bean paste

ingredients for the vulnerable summer food. Unique scent increase

can be eaten when it is fermented.That’s because it is kept in Jeju Onggi

appetite, so it acts as a licorice.

which does not apply glaze and is well ventilated.Simply speaking, the jar
breathes. Since bad smell is emitted during the ripening processonly deep

If there is a 'summer healthy food that rules heat with cold', there is also

taste remains "Kim Ji-sun master explained since eating raw, there is no

a ‘summer healthy food that rules heat with heat.If you drink a bowl of

bad smell, and create deep taste so you can flavor cold raw fish soup with

seaweed soup boiled with Benjari, after sweating, your tired body would

soybean paste.

get much better. Benjary belongs to the family of bass but its flesh gets
tender and tasty as its muscle is filled with fat in the summer time. It is

Also, as strong spices such as red pepper paste and red pepper powder

well harmonized with seaweed and gives a deep flavor.

are refrained, The original taste of the ingredient is completely alive in Jeju
style cold raw fish soup. You can feel the original taste of the ingredient

It is a food considered ‘soul food’ to Jeju people at such an extent that so

itself by each cold raw fish soup. Chives is a substitute food of leek which

many people in Jeju rushed their calls when Kim Ji Soon, a food master

can’t be cultivated due to climate and soil of Jeju, Even if Jeju traditional

appeared in a TV program to introduce Venjari soup.

foods look rough at the first glance, but now they became well-being food.
Jeju Health foods inform that the food made by fresh ingredients cultivated
in our sea and lands are the foremost health food. Let’s go through this
summer by showing the wisdom of Yaksikdongwon.
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Let’s make together.
3 selections of summer health food informed by Kim Ji Sun who is a master of Jeju traditional food

Jari cold raw fish soup
Ingredients

500g of Jari, 1/4 of cucumber, 4 leaves of sesame leaves, a little water parsley,
a little chives1 green pepper, 1 red pepper, 1/4 onion, a little Jefi leaves
Seasoning

① Remove the scales and the internal organs of Jari, chop the head,
slice the half thinly and put in a little vinegar.
How to cook

① Remove the scales and the internal organs of Jari, chop the head,
slice the half thinly and put in a little vinegar.
② Prepare vegetables by slicing them together.
③ Combine ① and ② and put the soybean paste and red pepper powder
firstthen put the remaining seasoning.
Put water and season with some Cheongjang to taste
※ You can add sliced pear and radish.

The order of Jari cold raw fish soup cooking
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Hanchi cold raw fish soup
Ingredients

400g of Hanchi, 1/4 of cucumber, 30g of onion, 4 leeks, 3 sesame leaves,
1/2 red pepper, 1 green pepper
Seasoning

1 teaspoon of red pepper paste, 1 tablespoon of red pepper powder, 2 teaspoons of
Tojang,6 tablespoons of vinegar, 4 tablespoons of sugar, 1/2 tablespoon of sesame,
chopped garlic, chopped ginger, soy sauce, pepper a little.
How to cook

① Slice Hanchi. ② Slice cucumber diagonally
③ Slice onions, chives, and sesame leaves, and slice the red pepper and
green pepper diagonally.
④ Add all of the prepared items into a saucePour cold water (cool water) to complete.
※ When making a cold raw fish soup, you can use it raw or after blanching.

Benjari seaweed soupIngredient
Ingredient

A Benjari (400-500g), Seaweed (washed) 200g
Seasoning

1/2 tablespoons of Cheongjang 1 tablespoon of chopped garlic
How to cook

① Remove the scales and the internal organs,Wash with salt water and cut
into several pieces.② Prepare the seaweed after cutting into small pieces.
③ Pour water into the pot and boil, and put ①.
When boiled again, put in the order of seaweed, chopped garlic.
Season with some Cheongjang to taste.
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Language & sound of Jeju

In this corner, ‘Language & sound of Jeju island’ the tasteful language of Jeju and the meaning contained in the songs will be examined
thru traditional or labor-songs of Jeju.

Song of chasing words
Written by : Kim Soon-ja (director, Jeju language research foundation)

저 산더레 꼬박꼬박 절허는 거 무신 거니
미삐쟁이여
미삐쟁인 흰다
희민 하래비여
What is that greets to mountains.
하래빈 등 굽는다
MiPPijaengyi (reeds)
등 굽으민 소질멧가지여
MiPPijaengyi is Hiida (white)
소질멧가진 늬 구멍 난다
Hiimin (white) is Haraebi (elderly men)
늬 구멍 나민 시리여
시린 검나
검으민 가마귀여
가마귄 놉뜬다
놉뜨민 심방이여
심방은 뚜드린다
뚜드리민 철젱이여
철젱인 젭진다
젭지민 깅이여
깅이 붉나
붉으민 대추여
ㄷ
대춘    다
ㄹ
ㄷ
   민
엿이여
ㄹ

Haraebe is bent Deung (hunch back)
Deung bent isSometjilgaji (pack saddle of cow)
Sometjilgaji is Negumeong (four holes)
Ne-gumeong is Sieriyo (pain)
Is Sierin gumna (black color)
Gumeumyun is Kaamagwie (crow)
Kaamagwie is nobtteunda (fly high)
Nobtteumyun is Shimbang(fortune teller)
Shimbang is Tudurinda (beat)
Tudurimyun is Chuljaengyi (smith)
Chuljaengyi is Jepjida
Jepjimin is Gingyiyea
Ging is Bulna (red)
Bulgmyeon is Daechuyeo (jujube)
Daechu is dalda (sweet taste)
Dalmyun is Yut (sweet)

Copyright : Children folk song group Sorinara
Archive : Minyopae Sorinara
Date : 2010
Support materials : Jeju studies Archive materials
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If QR code scanned
You can here directly from archive
Of Jeju studies Songs of chasing
words

There is a play called word chain play to be used when you

“What is that greets to the mountains” and there is a return

learn words and expressions. In this play there are games that

response as MiPPijaengyi’. Then the first person responds as

simply guess the right word or that uses metaphor in guessing.

Hida(white), subsequently it is continued as Haraebi imagining

The former is called word chain play and the latter is called

elderly person whose hair became grey. Nextly it is responded

riddle. Such word chain play continued to earn its life thru

by the word of Sometjilgaji (pack saddle of cow) imagining

songs as well being called “word chain play songs”. Since it is a

the shape of elderly person whose back is bent by age, and

play for fun you learn vocabulary and expressions with fun that

the song is continued by remembering Siru for steaming rice

are used frequently in education purpose of its high efficiency.

cake with four holes. Another name of Siru is Jisaesiri allows

When a person starts with a letter ‘이, 이, 이’ the next person

us to have an image of Gamagwi (crow) which lead us to

in the game has to continue with words that starts with ‘이

recollect about crow due to its black color, and the shape of

(yi)’ as yisa (move), yibal(haircut), yijang(chief of district). It

flying crow in the higher sky is given metaphoric expression as

also can be played by bridging the last word like yijang –

‘Nobttnda(nalttuinda) –actively jumping by Shimbang(fortune

jangso (place)- sogeum(salt) ------ etc. Eunaeoyuhi is the other

teller). Thru looking Shimbang beating bell, an iron smith is

expression of word chain play and if the play is performed by

come out who are beating iron, and thru the shape of ironsmith

song, it became Eunaeoyuhiyo that means song of Eonaeoyuhi.

grabbing iron by clip, and Crab is depicted thru the image

This play can be more cheerful if it is added some changes say

of ironsmith. Red color appearing when a crab is steamed is

in the form of asking/answering by song. What is that greets

compared to ‘Daechu’(jujube), and the sweet taste of Daechu

to mountains/MiPPijaengyi /MiPPijaengyi is Hiida / Hiimin is

brings out ‘yut’ a Korean sweet. As explained, Yuhiyo(song)

Haraebi /Haraebe is bent Deung /Deung bent isSometjilgaji /

expresses the characteristics of things, being the songs that

Sometjilgaji is Negumeong / Ne-gumeong is Sieriyo /Is Sierin

repeat the name of such things, Thru this play children could

gumna /Gumeumyun is Kaamagwie /Kaamagwie is nobtteunda

learn without hardship the new words and its characteristics.

/Nobtteumyun is Shimbang /Shimbang is Tudurinda /Tudurimyun

As stated, Yuhiyo is a play using language of human as a theme

is Chuljaengyi/Chuljaengyi is Jepjida / Jepjimin is Gingyiyea/

song. The vocabulary power and imagination of the participant

Ging is Bulna/Bulgmyeon is daechuyeo Daechu is dalda /

of this play the taste of songs can be differentiated. The above

Dalmyun is Yut As indicated in the examples above, instead of

is very similar to the song author of this article used to sing in

the play by guessing directly to certain things or matters indirect

elementary school “Bottom of monkey is red/Red is apple/Apple

guessing also can be a fun. This is called Susukeki ( riddle ), in

is tasty/Tasty is banana/Banana is long/Long is train/-----.

local dialect it is said as ‘yesukjekkilrak. MiPPijaengyi’ appears

It may be noted that the lyrics of Yuhiyo can be changed

in the song means the flower of reed. In standard word, it is

depending on the age & environment. It is quite curious what

pronounced as ‘Saepoom’. In the beginning of song it is asked

kind of Yuhiyo will be created by the contemporary children.
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Record of landscape

Wonjeong-ro,
Jeju-city
1968

1968 Wonjeong-ro, Jeju-city©Seojaechul

Wonjeong-ro, Jeju-city in 1968, Above is a scene of current Joongamg rotary
area. Being a central road of Jeju-city together with Chilsing-ro, its landscape
of Wonjeong-ro began to disappear due to road expansion works connecting
Dongmun-rotary-Gwangduk-ro to Tap-dong commenced in Aug, 1977. The site
of Kim’s pharmacy in the photo disappeared as well at that point of time.
Besides, there used to be seen horse carriages or cow carriages gathered for
loading things in the center of old Wonjeong-ro area.
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Wonjeong-ro 2017, scenery of present Joongang rotary©Seojaechul

Seojaechul
Currently President of the Photo gallery Nature Love
Former GM Photo Dept. Jeju newspaper, deputy editor of
Jemin newspaper
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Stroll local Cultures

Summer
vacation
leaving for
Cultural
Performances

<Exhibition to finding out the first City

<Square Art –from torch to candle

Art Hall: Originated 30 years history>

light>

From past till contemporary,

Value of square culture

Stare the moments of time flown

meeting with art

Kidang Art Hall exhibition of its 30th anniversary

Jeju Provincial Art Hall currently exhibits <The

archive exhibition <Exhibition to finding out the first

keyword Korean Art 2017: Square Art - from torch

City Art Hall: Originated 30 years history> exhibits

to candle light> is planned to reconsider the

with old-fashion way materials that contains history

meaning of square in the context of art. It will be the

The artworks to be exhibited are artworks donated

exhibition to display artworks expressing the grand

by Kang Ku-beum (pen name :Kidang: passed away

history in the context of art stretching from Donghak

Season of passion,

1994) an entrepreneur, Korean resided in Japan,

torch movement 1984 to candle light revolution of

The Summer has come Not

birth place : bubhwan-dong, Seogwipo-si) as well as

Gwanghwamun at present. This exhibition provides

only your body needs to be

artworks that are exhibited at the time of launching

with an opportunity to rediscover the value of square

treated tired from heat But

of this city art hall in 1987. Also, there are number

for public communication thru presentation of

your Mind as well needs to

of exhibits covering architect, administration,

horizontal & vertical structure that can be observed

education, collection materials including articles left

from watch tower, street contrasting to square

by deceased byun Si-ji former president of this Art

developed thru long history, as well as of abstract

hall. Art hall intends to provide an opportunity to be

concept such as self-governance and solidarity

able to experience the 30 years history of Kidang Art

system.

Waiting for you With special

Hall thru various records and collections accumulated

cultural events.

since opening. Besides, various exhibitions is planned

● Period 06/13/2017(Tue)-08/06/2017(Sun)
● Place Jeju Provincial Art Hall
● Contact 064-710-4276

be healed A rare opportunity
refreshes maximum Of your
intelligence and emotions

capable to experience programs connected with this
exhibit that includes solving art hall quiz, drawing
children art diary, play in past etc.
● Period 06/28/2017(Wed) -10/29/2017(Sun)
● Place Kidang Art Hall
● Contact 064-710-1586

<Photo exhibition recorded by
the eye of students>
Staring Jeju
of 17 age Youth
Seolmun univ. women culture center plans to
hold <Photo exhibition recorded by the eye
70

of students>With a theme ‘Consideration of

<Neighbor rice box>

art festivals at 9 theme spaces such as various new
performances, experimental events, workshops, pro-

disappearing’ this Jeju record photo exhibition held
by the participation of 446 local students (1st grade

Enjoy scary laugh!

environmental markets, camping etc.

Jeju Joongang girl’s high school), exhibits photos

Comic horror Play

This program is prepared by the sponsor of Art
HallJeju foundation of culture & art 2017

taken by camera the tangible, intangible landscapes
of Jeju that disappears rapidly in the changing age

In this play a chaos is solved with pleasant and scary

temporary program

from the eyes of youths. The pictures in 2017 thru the

manner that happened in the ordinary residential

eyes of youth of 17 age form original downtown to

town in-between residents and a rice box with full

new Jeju will throw us with fresh stimulus and agony

of rice found all of sudden by residents, briefly later

●Period 07/21/2017(Fri) -08/20/2017(Sun)
●Place Jeju Hyundai Art Hall
●Contact 064-710-7801

to the future of Jeju.

cheer of residents turned into chaos as a finger is

●Period 07/17/2017(Mon) -08/14/2017(Mon)
●Place Seolmun univ. Women culture center

discovered in the rice box.

●Contact 064-710-4246

It depicts comic the neighbors doubting each other
but didn’t make any report to police as they didn’t
want to get any harm form it. Besides, it is the
performance that gives a shot to a man who inflicted

<Trace of time>
Time travel
Searching for time
The theme <Trace of time> held at Jeju provincial

a scar to neighbor by single word of not caring
others. A project sponsored by 2017 Creative space
program support, Jeju foundation for arts & culture
●Period 07/21/2017(Fri) -08/03/2017(Thu)
●Place Seyire Art Center
●Contact 064-744-8911

Kim Seo Jung < Guard house
Exhibition hall >
Trace of old past
Given rebirth as exhibition hall
This is an art hall project using the area of combat
police unit located at Hwasoon culture village
Anduck-myeon, Seogwipo-si, where an artist

Kim Chang Yul Art Hall leaves a question by artists

who has been working with themes of stability &

how to deal with time focusing time that has

instability”, & “Observation and selection’ recorded

deep relation with life of human beings. Seven

the story of combat police guard house with an

participating artists including Ko Young Hoon, Park
Sun Ki etc. questions about desire and time context
thru presentation of different aesthetics features
via various matters and images comprising ceramic

<Welcome to green island>
Healing arts festival
Enfolds in the heart of nature

artistic feature. For the artist, the area of combat
police unit void of any maintenance for last 10 years
is the place that gives mental instability, ugly feature
in the village, however, artist itself became a guard
to defend the remaining land to observe and devote

wares that implicates varying materials and long
history according to the stream of time like charcoal,

As 10th year anniversary event of Jeju Hyundai

to art works and opens to public the result every 2

plants or machinery that exposes modernity. It is

Art Hall, the door will be open widely of the event

weeks and an exhibit will be held in the month of

expected that this exhibition can be an opportunity

‘Welcome to Green Island”. Being a healing Arts

July for month-long period with a theme ‘The border

to find out rich solutions regarding the meaning of

exhibition it is to be held from 07/21 to 08/20 to

line that divides Hwasoon combat police unit’.

time being the root of existence of human beings.

heal and understand each other in the arms of nature

●Period 06/21/2017(Wed) -09/17/2017(Sun)
●Place Jeju provincial Kim Chang Yul
●Contact 064-710-4151

at the exhibition hall as well as outdoor park of Jeju
Hyundai Art Hall.

●Period Open all year round
●Place 15-1 Hwasun culture road 22gil, Anduk-myeon,
Seogwipo-si
●Contact 010-8970-0889

The temporary exhibition, land of myth ‘Embraces
nature & mind” is gathering expectation by
installation arts with modern translation combined
with art therapy and light of those 6 spaces of myth
in the Jeju ritual passed down by song of Shimbang
fortune tellers in Jeju being the home of 18000
shimbang. In particular, during Healing art festival
period 07/28-30 it is to be held a special composite
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Festival of Jeju

Off start now!
The real festivals Summer story
telling by Jeju

Soesokkak Festival

Samyang Black sand beach festival

Jeju Iho Tewoo Beach festival

● Period 07/29/2017(Sat) -07/30/2017(Sun)

● Period 07/29/2017(Sat) -07/30/2017(Sun)

● Period 08/04/2017(Fri) -08/06/2017(Sun)

● Place Soesokkak & Hahyo port area

● Place Samyang beach area

● Place Iho Tewoo Beach area Iho 2-dong

Hyodong-dong, Seogwipo-si

Jeju-si

● Contact 064-760-4627

● Contact 064-728-4713

● Contact 064-728-4921

Pyosun Haevichi beach White sand
festival

Yelae eco-village experiencing
festival

Keumreung Wondam festival

● Period 08/05/2017(Sat) -08/06/2017(Sun)

● Period 08/05/2017(Sat) -08/06/2017(Sun)

● Period 08/05/2017(Sat) -08/06/2017(Sun)

● Place Pyosun Haevichi beach area Pyosu-ri

● Place Dawangsucheon area Nonjimul

● Place Euttumwon beach area Keumreung

Pyosun –myeon Seogwipo-si
● Contact 064-760-4413
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Samyang 2 –dong Jeju-si

Yele-dong Seogwipo-si
● Contact 064-760-4861

Hanlim-eup Jeju-si
● Contact 064-728-7676

Festivals that you can enjoy only in Jeju
Waits for you tired by heat!
Followings are festivals of Jeju
That will give your loose body strength

Dodu Oraemul Festival

Sanjichun Festival

Tamra Cultural Festival

● Period 08/11/2017(Fri) -08/13/2017(Sun)

● Period 09/08/2017(Fri) -09/10/2017(Sun)

● Period 09/20/2017(Wed) -09/24/2017(Sun)

● Place Oraemul square & Dodu port

● Place Sanjichun area Gunyip-dong Jeju-si

● Place Tamra Cultural square

● Contact 064-728-4655

● Contact : 064-710-3417

Seogwipo Chilsimri Festival

Jeju Haenyeo Festival

Chuja dried yellow corvina festival

● Period 09/29/2017(Fri) -10/01/2017(Sun)

● Period 09/30/2017(Sat) -10/01/2017(Sun)

● Period 09/22/2017(Fri) -09/24/2017(Sun)

● Place Jaguri Park & ChilsimriFood

● Place Haenyeo Museum area gujwa-eup

● Place Chuja-myeon, Jeju-si

area Jeju-si
● Contact 064-728-4966

specialized street Seogwipo-si
● Contact 064-760-3946

Jeju-si

● Contact 064-728-4265

● Contact 064-710-8670
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Jeju in the world

Jeju Ole
Gone to
Mongol

A road that connecting people with the world, Ole this time has connected Jeju with
Mongol. Being the second sister road of Jeju Ole, Mongol Ole is consisted of courses you
can enjoy with a full breath the dynamic and grandeur of nature in Mongol. With more
than hundreds years of family link mixed with culture between Jeju and Mongol, together
what will be the appearance they are dreaming of.

10th years anniversary of Ole -gil birth
Its name came from the native Jeju word Ole that stands for a narrow road connecting from gate of home to
wide road, thus Ole-gil symbolizes the first step being taken toward the world. As such in the name of Olegil, there is a dream that Jeju can be connected to the world, and such dream came true this year the 10th
year anniversary in Mongol. There are 2 courses in Mongol Ole one 14km, the other 11km respectively and
entire length of 25km course is composed of the grandeur of nature you can enjoy continuously. It is the
same as Jeju Ole using now such as Ganse(road sign of Jeju Ole imitating a pony of Jeju ‘Jolangmal’), arrow,
ribbon, etc. This Ole was constructed by the devotion of local volunteers even to stepping stones in the stream
likewise Jeju where various volunteers extended their help in building Jeju Ole from Village Youth cooperation,
even to soldiers etc. There was a festival held with a full of pleasure and expectation at Hunghur where the
starting point of the 1st Ole course of Mongol Ole. Currently, it is recommended group travel consisted of
several visitors instead of individual tour.

Extensive glass land and sky embraced by Mountains, river, clouds and wild flowers
The 1st course of Mongol Ole starts at Hunghur village located 25km distance east from downtown of

Mongol Ole No.1 course © Jeju Ole
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Ulaanbaatar.This is the ole you can meet ridge of Mt. Bokdhang and wide glassland after passing cluster of
small shops, village restaurants, and school. Also you can experience the same feature of Jeju Ole in Mongol
where it is designed Ole traveler to be able to meet village from the starting point as well as the end point
so that Ole travelers can enjoy local foods and meet various stuffs there. Full bloom wild flowers in summer
mixed with cloud mass, and the shadows made by clouds on the glass lands itself created a landscape like as
a grandeur of land-art. While walking in the grandeur of land, it came to our eyesight a blue ganse erected
besides Ovoo (mound of stones for shrine to village deity). A small Jeju met in far away country made us feel
at home in Mongol Ole. While crossing a small forest of conifiers, you will arrive at a train station the end
point Ole Toljurlak village. The 2nd Mt. Chingkis course is located in Gorhi-Telelji National Park designed to
return round to starting point. Being a UNESCO World Natural Heritage Telelji National Park consists of wide
glass land, tall granite masses, where Tol river the lifeline of Molgol flows in the northern part Ole.
When you go uphill a little bit steep hill after crossing plane road you will find that there followed a grand
scenic scenery that makes your breath to be halted. At the end of the ridge, you can enjoy panoramic view
360 degree of Telelji National Park. The best season you can enjoy Mongol Ole is the month between JuneSeptember. For Korean Ole enthusiast who missed the launching program of Mongol Ole, Poongnang Ltd.
a travel specialized company is offering a travel program with 4 nights 5 days for the period Aug 5th – 9th
starting from Jeju. The fare of this program is KRW1470 thou. in which Molgol Ole walking, horse riding,
visiting temple, down tour etc. are included. The application will be received till Jul 15th(Sat) and the detail
schedule and application method can be verified at Juju Ole homepage www. Jejuolle.org <Ole news>(contact
: Jeju Ole call center 064-762-2190). It is recommended still group Ole tour by several visitors instead of
instead of individual visit. Why don’t you set out to experience without hesitation the grandeur of nature yet
experienced.

Telelji National Park © Jeju Ole

Mongol Ole in the glass land © Jeju Ole
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Silver youth
Dreaming pleasant future
living in Jeju
Written by, Koh Seung Han (Researcher of Jeju, Dr. sociology/research member)

Our society is now predicted to population cliff on the one hand due to serious low birth
phenomenon while 100 age era is also predicted on the other hand due to rapid increase in elderly
population. Already we are in the age of low birth/elderly society. In the case of Jeju, it has barely
entered the elderly society since it shows that the elderly population more than 65 age indicates
14.0% as of April 2017.
In the case of Eup/myeon of Jeju, it is already entered the super elderly society and entire Jeju is
expected to became a super elderly society around 2025. This is a critical time we need to into
closely the trend of elderly population change to have a right policy for good living in Jeju.

1

More than 65 age
Jeju residents

13.9 %
2016

13.7 %
2015

13.5 %
2014
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This is Jeju Island of longevity
Jeju is known widely being the island of longevity historically and culturally. It is difficult to point out which particular
element affected to the longevity to Jeju residents in view of various relation with natural environment with clean air,
water, dietary habit, attitude & method of living, labor culture, social relationship etc. In terms of statistics, Jeju recorded
top position in the ratio of population more than 85 age indicating 10.2% in 2016 out of population more than 65 age
compared to other cities. In particular there are 231 person who crossed 100 age in Jeju as on 2016, and many of them
resides in the north-west area of Jeju (Aewol, hanli,, Hangyung). It indicates that elderly person used to be not taking
liquor, cigarette, and maintain humble living, participate work, positive attitude of living. It appears to be possible to
bring the title of most longevity area in Korea if the live long culture of Jeju is well succeed and developed by figuring
out those factors of longevity.

2

100 age Jeju
residents

231

persons

2016

212 persons
2015

200 persons
2014
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Super elderly society Is it crisis or opportunity?
After 10 years Jeju will meet the super elderly society, Will it be really a crisis or an opportunity to the Jeju residents? Is
it possible to achieve a sustained growth to maintain happiness of elderly in Jeju?.
the super elderly society is predicted rapid decrease in productive population, heavy burden for welfare expense of
elderly, contraction of consumption and saving, decreasing investment ect. which resulted in decreased dynamics of
economy leads to decline in economic growth rate. Furthermore, the weight of expenses paid to the welfare for elderly
population is overburdened in Jeju area due to decrease of production population against 1 elderly as to 4.75 person
in 2016 compared to 8.4 person in 2000 indicating 43.5% decrease. The production population in Jeju is expected
to decrease continuously as such who will assume the welfare expense of elderly will be an important social topics in
the future. However, there are countries wisely overcome the wave of super elderly society and achieved a sustainable
development such as Sweden, France, Germany etc. advanced countries. In order to minimize the negative ripple effect
of super elderly society it is required the effort for quality improvement of elderly welfare policy to be able to develop
aged friendly industry as a new growth engine industry. Also, thru construction for elderly- friendly city recommended by
WHO, creating a residential environment where everyone wants to live in, convenient, safe pleasant can be considered.

3

Productive population
against 1 elderly
population

4.8

persons

2016

4.9 persons
2015

5.0 persons
2014
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Processing customized elderly welfare policy that can be felt
Under the circumstances, by Jeju regional gov’t what kind of measure is being prepared, and what
policy is being taken regarding elderly welfare policy. This is a quite important task in responding
to the super elderly society in the future. In the past the policy of elderly was focused on safety in
living and medical and health in improving the quality of living of elderly. However, due to rapid
progress and diversified elderly classes (appearance of baby boom generation) in Jeju, it has been
requested change in the elderly welfare policy in qualitative perspective. Therefore, various policy
measures have been changed to customized program and effort has been placed in enhancing
the degree of welfare feelings. As a result the recent elderly welfare policy has been expanded to
various areas covering income guarantee, health care, residence, education, leisure culture, human
right and society participation.
Jeju district gov’t is implementing policy projects to realize various elderly welfare policy. The
core policy strategy is placed in the realization of the society where there is no barrier to age and
disability. Also, Healthy 100 age, elderly friendly city foundation plan establishment, long-tem care
service support, strengthen preventive measure for elder abuse have been emphasized.
Jeju district gov’t is putting its effort to join elderly friendly city international network project of
WHO in constructing international cooperation system to build Jeju-do as elderly friendly city in
wake of 100 age era. In addition, it endeavors in new construction of elderly welfare center to
activate elderly leisure infra and culture. It may be noted the special effort to make change the
regional welfare center into elderly composite cultural space(education, self development, job,
employment, health, communication, cooperation etc] by renovating it into life education and
leisure cultural space.
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4

Jeju Welfare Center
For aged

427

Jeju Aged Welfare Center

51.8 %
Person utilizes

Job creation and construction of social security net for elderly
One of the serious problems for retired elderly is guaranteed income and safety living. In this regard Jeju gov’t put best
effort in improving qualitative improvement of jobs thru expanding customized elderly job project to assist economic
life of elderly. In particular, it is processing the basic plan for elderly in Jeju to assist after retirement living for baby
boom age elderly in Jeju (born 55-60 year), for which, namely ‘Tamanneun 50-60 project’ is actively under process.
Furthermore, it strengthened the caring service targeted the weak area for single resident elderly building the social
security net to support resident who lives alone without any link with family and neighbor. And to provide a convenient
safe elderly living, it plans to process continuously various projects such as improvement of elderly welfare facilities,
support operation business, support health insurance premium, elderly abuse preventive program. Jeju gov’t launched as
of May 23 the 1st Board of the Jeju-do, elderly welfare policy committee being a policy consulting body in which it aims
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to cope with actively in advance to the domestic, international environmental changes, at the same time strengthening
the ability to respond to elderly society, qualitative improvement of elderly welfare policy. It is expected that the Jeju-do,
elderly welfare policy committee will contribute thru consulting, developing policies in realization of elderly friendly city
construction as well as improvement realization of qualitative living and happiness of elderly in Jeju-do.
As witnessed in advanced countries successful examples, to overcome well the difficulties and to establish good
examples of elderly society (or super elderly) cooperation is required not only by Jeju citizens but also active help and
assistance from local society, administration, elderly entities, elderly related entities, civil society organizations. In other
words, this is the moment to put together the cooperative networks and wisdom to convert crisis into opportunity at
the arrival of elderly (super elderly) society by Jeju citizens and provincial society at large.

This is the moment to put together the
cooperative networks and wisdom to
convert crisis into opportunity at
the arrival of elderly (super elderly) society
by Jeju citizens and provincial society at large.
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Revolution of Jeju Mass transportation in 30 years
Implemented as of Aug 26

Mass
transportation

Faster,
More convenient
& Cheaper!
The transportation system of Jeju will be transformed by Aug 26.
You can move any place in Jeju once you ride on the bus faster,
more convenient than ever before.

Fare of \1200 can bring you any place in Jeju.
In the congested down town area, by the priority lane system, a bus can run without traffic.
You can recharge your phone and use free wifi at the transfer bus stop at eup/myeon.
The chair for waiting in the bus stop will be warm in cold season. So do not hesitate to use bus.

100

Express bus will bring your destination within 1 hour
Express bus is imported that will bring you destinations to entire area in Jeju within 1 hour. New 12 routes plans
to be established connecting speedily to Jeju-si, Seogwi-po, Sungsan, Pyosun, Namwon, Daejung. Red color bus
transit only major points of eup/myeon thus it will bring you to destinations more swiftly. Fare \2000-\4000.
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Good connectivity wi-fi! Recharge mobile phone at Bus stop
Don’t be worry which bus is going to take your destination by consulting bus route map. Jeju-do & KaKao
together will provide you direct search service by on-line. Don’t be worry about data fare. In the bus wi-fi is free
of charge, and at the newly set up bus-stop wifi is free of charge, recharge of mobile phone available at transfer
bus stop. Furthermore, by the bus color, you can identify whether it goes far location, near place, or tourist spots.
Red color is express bus, Blue for major route service, Green for branch line bus dropping every corner of areas,
Yellow for circling tourist spots.

Wait or No wait! Reduce the interval of bus dispatching
Bus user need not wait long enough either bus stop or at the road. Three areas in downtown will be enforced
the public transportation priority lane system for the first time in Jeju. Center lane priority system will be enforced
at Gwngyang cross-Ara E. school & entrance of airport – Haitai dongsan, roadside priority lane system at
Musuchun crossing-Jeju national museum. In the priority lane, only regular route bus, rented bus, taxi ridden
client, emergency vehicle only can operate. If you have to be on time with appointment ride on bus! Don’t worry
you just missed the bus leaving. The dispatching interval will be reduced by the increase in bus fleet 267 buses.
● Public transportation priority lane sector

Roadside priority lane : Musuchun crossing-Jeju national museum(1.8km)
Center lane priority : Gwngyang cross-Ara E. school & entrance of airport – Haitai dongsan(0.8km)
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Enjoy your great trip to tourist spots riding Yellow bus
How about ride on the bus with yellow color to visit major tour spots that circles.
There will be available buses circling eastern areas such as world natural heritage center, Mt.Dongbaek wet land,
Dalangshi hill etc. and circling western areas such as Jeju Hyundai Arts Hall, Jeju Gotjawal provincial park etc. The
bus dispatching interval will be 30 minutes. In the bus a qualified sightseeing assistance will be accompanied.
They will let you know various helpful tips on Jeju traffic information as well as tourist information.

● Tourism area circle bus route

Eastern direction
Daechun-dong crossing … world natural heritage center … sunyeo & namukun … Dahiyon … Albamorum …
Dongbaekdongsan wet land … Hanwul land … Maze land (maze park) … Bijalim-Dalamshiorum … Jeju railbike
… Yongnuniorum … Abuorum … Geosunsemiorum … Dachundong cross
Western direction
Donggwanguk street … Shinhwa history park … Jeju airport space museum … Osullokti museum … Yuri
castle … Hwansang forest(gotjawal) … Thinking garden … Jeoji Culture artist town/Jeju Hyundai
Art hall-Banglimwon … Jeju war history museum … Jeju gotjawal provincial park … Jeju Miniland …
World auto museum … hello Kiti island … Donggwanguk street

Elderly/Disabled/Man of national merit free of fare
Elderly over 70 age, disabled person/ Man of national merit can avail public transportation conveniently without
requiring verification of ID card. If you have newly issued transportation welfare card (free of fare card), you can
ride all buses free of fare except express bus and airport limousine. Transportation card can be applied to issue
at all Jeju bank offices from Jul 30.

Trunk line bus

200
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Branch line bus

600

Tour spot Circling bus

Proper parking culture
Convenience for all
Expansion of parking space, Improvement of parking environment
JeJu-do gov’t put active work on the problem of parking difficulties to prevent safety accident as well as to
secure walking range in the congested living areas of Jeju where number of vehicles per household ranked
1st nationwide. First of all, it will go for parking space expansion for 4838 vehicles at 309 locations of eup/
myeon/dong within this year where parking problem is serious, and in order to improve the back roads parking
environment of residential area, it plans to select as example project areas as to Shin Jeju rotary-Jeju provincial
office and 25 blocs of 14 eup/myeon/dong. At the same time in order not to allow to put steps by shameless
fellows on the road, crackdowns on parking, stop & standing of vehicle will be strengthened. The crackdown
sections will be expanded, and back road where traffic of pedestrian and vehicles are frequent as well will be
designated as crackdown area for illegal parking, stop & standing of vehicle. And to show example by public
officials in solving parking problem it will be prohibited attending office by passenger car by public officials from
July, and recommended to attend office by public transportation. The parking space of Provincial office will be
converted to paid parking lot from August, and the public parking lot currently operated by free of charge will be
converted paid parking space in phases.

Changes will be made as follows!

1. parking space expansion for 4838 vehicles at 309 locations
2. Selection of example project area for parking environment improvement
Shin Jeju rotary-Cosmoss cross – Jungang-dong- KEPCO -Jeju provincial office(area 193000㎡
Designation of one way traffic & securing pedestrian road, line-parking area
3. Convert entirely to paid parking lot currently free of charge public parking lot in phases.
4. Operate crackdown section for illegal parking stopping & standing
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Welfare for
Provincial citizens

Why smiling
Of Mr. K newly married?
Supply 700 households by public rent Donam Happy Town, Jeju

Mr.K who married not long ago enjoys working though the tight living conditions yet have been changed at all.
He still has many pleasant worries how to have his 2nd, how to save money etc. What happened to Mr. K who
had many worries with the thought of tight living and future payments in his early marriage.
There is pleasant news recently for young people suffering from housing expenses. That is, the constructions of
public housing say Donam Happy Town in the Citizen welfare town.
In fact, securing my home became a mission impossible for a man like Mr. k newly married being a freshman in
the society. ‘as the lease contract will expire soon but owner of house said to vacant the house, and then told him
to increase for re-lease deposit to several million won all of sudden. Thus purchasing a house is considered but
the price of house has increased moreover there is no extra ability to pay increased housing price and interest of
borrowings. This housing problem is the common one that can’t escape by the young like Mr. K. To settle safely
to society not disappointed without having burden on housing by young generation, the public rental housing
construction will be the only solution to provide assistance by society at large. The location of Donam Happy
Town is quite excellent in view of utilization of public transportation as well as accessibility to downtown. The
youth housing policy processed in Seoul is also developed in the vicinity area of subway station. President Moon
as well promised securing 200 thou. no. of housings with lower than market price in the vicinity area of subway
station. This is to support a space of hope for youth generation to be able to prepare future with convenience.
700 households in Donam Happy Town will be a stepping stone for youths. In this town, 80 household for
silver generation as well is considered for welfare of elderly. Lower section of Happy housing will be resided for
community facilities like elderly welfare center, resident welfare center, library, national or public kindergarten.
Jeju-do will construct in the next 10 years housing of various kind, 3000 of national rental housing & permanent
rental housing, 7000 of happy housing for youths, 10000 public rental housing(to be converted to sale) for nonhousing owner citizens which in total 20000 household constructions.
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Citizen welfare town

Jeju public rental housing project

Will be used as under!

Till 2020
6500 housings
planned

At present
Happy
housing

Public facilities

30%

30%

4,228
housings
Under progress

public rental housing

20,000
housings
planned

40%
Park

2017

2025

Resting place for workers
Worker’s Multi-purpose welfare
center open
Book café, mini library etc. open to public for every citizen

A beneficial space is open for workers around Jeju area. That is, Worker’s Multi-purpose welfare center opened
May 16th . the space located at the entrance of Yon-dong Hanlla sumokwon composed of one underground floor
and three ground floors, operated by Jeju local office of Federation of Korean Unions.
At the 1st floor of the welfare center, it is occupied by labor education center and non-regular worker support
center, worker’s health center etc. and at 2nd floor, Union’s Jeju branch office, car union, taxi union, public
worker federation etc, offices and health room thus it is loved by many worker in Jeju for communication as used
for gathering room. Furthermore, there is a grand conference room, and a meeting room in the 3rd floor used for
education, meeting space, and welfare facility in the 1st floor of book café, study room, little library etc. is open
to be used by every do-citizens.
Jeju Worker’s Multi-purpose welfare center
● Location : 9 Sumokwon-gil ● Homepage : www.jjlwc.org ● Contact : 064-753-0003
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Culture
& Art

Summer in Jeju, Trumpet call
of golden color Island, The
Resonance of wind!
The 22nd Jeju International Wind ensemble Festival Scheduled to launch in the
provincial area in 08-16 August

Someone mentioned that it came to mind them the trumpet shout straight to sky when they see the craters of
large or small size upon climbing uphill of Orum. Is it by the reason of wind filled in full in the island.
In jeju the wind instrument activity was started in 1950s, and Jeju wind ensemble festival was commenced in
1955. Every August, Jeju beach witnesses full waves of gold color. Organizing committee of Jeju International
Wind ensemble Festival will hold the The 22nd Jeju International Wind ensemble Festival during 8th- 16th
August in various areas in Jeju. Many renowned wind ensemble groups in the world participated in the Jeju
International Wind ensemble Festival being a representative music festival in Jeju. Let’s enjoy the grand sound
of wind instrument spreading elegant melody not only in the silent stage but also in the Jeju beach, cheonjiyon
water fall, female diver village In this year it is planned to introduce a program to play with Jeju female diver
culture entered in UNESCO Humanity Intangible Cultural Heritage of Jeju in particular.
A new story telling performance program is under preparation converged with introduction of Jeju female diver
culture. In the opening performance, a wind orchestra composed by 데이비드길링험(Prof. Central Michigan
Univ. ) American composure composed by the inspirations of Seowuje sound a Jeju folk song will be performed
first time in the world. (Refer detail program www.jiwef.org) Furthermore, there will be held Jeju international
Wind instrument concours in this year wind festival during festival period. You will meet competent next
generation performer who will lead world wind instrument society. Jeju international Wind instrument concours
is the world largest wind instrument competition that competes in the category of whole brass instruments (horn,
trumpet, tenor trombone, base trombone, euphonium, tuba, brass quintet) and 8 categories of percussions. In
this year players will compete their ability in the 4 category of horn, trumpet, tenor trombone, tuba, brass quintet.
The 22nd Jeju International Wind ensemble Festival
● Date : Aug 08 (Tue) – Aug 16(Wed)
● Place : Jeju Art Center, Jeju beach stage, Seogwipo Art center, Seogwipo Chunkiyon outdoor stage,
Seogwipo tourist theater, Chuja-do, Gapa-do, Kosan-ri Haenyo village, Daepyung-ri Haenyo village, and other location in Jeju-do
● Theme: Island, The Resonance of wind!
● Participation : 21 countries 3600 artists
● Host : Jeju International Wind instrument Festival Organizing Committee
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Meeting art with tourism Jeju
Biennale
From 02 August onward Various events takes place Throughout Jeju Including
exhibition, tour, seminar etc.

For first time, a Biennale will be held in the island of culture & art Jeju. For the period from 02 September to 03
December, Jeju Biennale will be held at Jeju Proviancial Art center, Jeju Hyundai Art center, Jeju-si Wondoshim,
Seogwipo-si Wondoshim, Alddreu airfield by the participation of 60 local & foreign artists with the theme of Tourism. In
consideration of the reality of Jeju undergoing unstable ordinary living with cultural conflict due to large scale tourism
development, for which it is planned to have reflections to the current reality and to seek alternatives thru artworks. At
the same time there will be held some other events like Tamlasundam where 80 people will be met at 80 places in Jeju
and share 80 issues of Jeju, and exhibition. Art ole tour, seminar, talk show, conference etc.
Jeju Biennale 2017 Program

1 course

Jeju Provincial Art Center

2course

Jeju Hyundai Art Hall

3 course

Alddreu Airfield

4 course

Segwipo-si old down town, Lee Joong Sub Street

5 course

Jeju-si old down town

Tamrasundam

Jeju-si old down town

Art ole

Jeju-si old down town

Smart tour

Web based mobile tour

Course

Tour

Learning

Hi! School

Jeju Provincial Art Center

Seminar

Jeju Provincial Art Center conference Hall
Jeju Creative City Innovation Center
Arario Museum

Conference

Jeju Provincial Art Center conference Hall

Jeju Biennale 2017
● Exhibition date : Sep 02(Sat) – Dec 03(Sun) Launching ceremony Sep 01,2017 (Fri)
●Exhibition Place :
●Theme : Tourism
●Participating artists : 60 artist over
●Organized (Admin) : Jeju-do (Provincial Art Center)
●Cooperation by : Jeju Free International City Development Center, Jeju Ole, Jeju Culture and Art Foundation, Jeju Creation Economic
Innovation Center, Jeju Toursim Organization, Jeju Urban Regeneration Center, Seongbuk Culture Foundation, Arario Museum
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Wearing culture to old
downtown of Jeju city
Opening culture agit IAA... Operates residents participation program

In the Jeju old town there opened a base space for culture & art. Artspace IAA is opened on 13 May at the
location of old Jeju university hospital, Samdo-dong Jeju city. Its name IAA is came from the name of gov’t
office of Jeju pangwan assistant of Jeju moksa(gov’t administrator) in Josun dynasty. IAA was dismantled during
colonial rule of Japan and used as Jeju university hospital after Jeonnam provincial hospital.
The space of administration caring the living of citizens cum the medical space that treated health is converted
to the place making citizen’s mind and body more health & wealthy thru culture & arts. As being a space in the
center of old town, IAA is preparing various culture & arts programs for citizens. Let’s meet IAA program a special
space for culture & arts prepared thru reflection of opinion of citizens, participates directly by citizens, available to
enjoy after work and even holidays. Being a temporary exhibition for this summer, Jeung Young chang invitation
exhibition of Hansaram is to by held till 15 th August of the artist reside in Germany. Known as Artist of freedom
& peace he introduces various historical figures of domestic & foreign in the exhibition.
IAA also provides being an arts space various programs like education & experience of arts for citizens, meeting
with artists, residency programs etc.

Let’s enjoy together!
Artspace IAA – The 1 st term※ Culture & Arts education program
Cultural agit IAA

● Treasures brought from sea : Jeju sea and garbage issue is considered thru education.

● Location : Jungangro 14gil 21 Jeju-si

● Upcycling : tiding over recycling environmental issue is re-recognized thru activities extending design & artistic

● Homepage : www.artspaceiaa.kr

values, and create own artworks.

● Contact : 064-800-9332

● A corner of my life : In view of tendency of writing autobiography by elderly, experiences an opportunity to express
self thru different means.
● Jeju net-knitting technique into arts : Small living staffs like plant hanger, hammock to be used in daily living
will be made directly with traditional manufacturing method.
● Nangpoon IAA – Under the trend of Honbab-eat alone lonesome world, communicate with others thru food.
※ Now the 1 st term is under progress please check the availability by telephone.
In August ‘summer camp’ from September the 2 nd term class is going to open.
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Living
Information

How to dispose recycle stuffs to
be recycled?
Enforce from July the disposal system of recycle stuffs by days of week

The disposal system of recycle stuffs by days of week so far operates as exemplary has been enforced w.e.f. 01
July. Recycle staffs we used to throw away unknowingly are not wastes but valuable resources. In order to recycle
wastes, and to protect clean environment, our effort to follow the practice of separation of disposal for recycle
stuff is very important. How about if I practice it before done by others?

Wastes allowed to be disposed by Days of week
Mon

Tue

paper/bottle/
wastes nonburning from fire

plastics

Fri

Wed

Sat

Thu

can/iron

styrofoam/vinyl

Sun
Everyday

plastics

paper/bottle/
wastes nonburning from fire

inflammable wastes
(use standard waste bag)
Food wastes
styrofoam/vinyl

※Fine may be imposed if the disposal by Days of week system is not observed.

Time of disposal recycle stuffs : 03:00 PM~04:00AM next day
In case recycle stuffs need to be disposed frequently it can be recycled
at public parking lot, park, eup/myeon recycle assistance center
(semi-metro area clean house)
- At present recycle assistance center is under operation at (yido 2 dong, Jeju (eastern side of Jegwang
church), Yondong(Baozen street), Nohyung-dong(rear of Ilgo), Chunji-dong Seogwipo-si (public park )
dongil-ri, Daejung-eup(multi-purpose center), Mara-ri and planned to be increased in total 20 places this
year, 70 next year, 170 places till 2020.
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People Living in Jeju

Life of Jeju residents
We live in Juje this way

I will be a strong bridge connecting Jeju to the world

Please listen the story of Jeju thru many small holes

I worked as a volunteer translator of Japanese 4 years ago in the Jeju

I have spent more or less of my whole life here in Jeju. So far I have

international Wind instrument festival. Since then I have been devoted in

involved many artworks with the theme of Stone island of Jeju. This

this work of translator. Wind instrument festival was such a fantastic one

summer as well, I am working creating artworks of stones of Badang –sea

so instead of personal use of my summer vacation I am working as a staff

using soil. I am going to fill Jeju stories in every hole of stone created by

in the festival every summer. Now I left only 1 semester for graduation

me. In recent days, I am interested in urban regeneration work. I used to

after I admitted my Graduate School of Jeju Univ. interpretation &

walk alleys with a thought how the old downtown to be made beautiful.

translation, I am dreaming of becoming a simultaneous interpreter and get

Then it came to my mind that I am walking where our ancestors used to

a job from various academic conventions or meetings and I believe I will

walk and again future residents will pass thru on it. Like cumulating layers

be able to make it well.

of earth, I hope the future of Jeju coexisted harmoniously.
Kim So Yon(27) Donam-dong Jeju-si
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Jo Yoon Deuk(56) Bonggae-dong Jeju-si

Life guided by nature, I hope to make a wild flower heaven
Nature I know of in my childhood has been destroyed gradually. I missed
the nature in my memory so I decided to come here where the nature is
yet touched. I spent time here cultivating beans, lettuce, jeju local wild
flowers in my small yard. I am living in the mountain range so I don’t feel
any heat here. If I have a dream, I would like to make this place heaven
of wild flowers. Instead of colorful foreign flower, I like to let people know
the beauty of local wildflowers. Specially, that can be found only in Jejudo. Our local wildflowers are far more beautiful than that of foreign origin.
Rustic beauty and scent, I like to share like this with others.
Koh Chang Yong (56) gyolae 4 gil, Jochun-eup Jeju-si

Whoever feeling complexity in living

Help yourself Jipbap-home made diet, that makes

Why not visit our secluded tea garden

cooker feel happy!

When I was in urban living, I came across difficulties in relationship with

Before I run this restaurant, I was operating a guest house and at that time I

peoples at all times. I came down here with a feeling in half to have a

prepared for guests in the morning different diet everyday as if sharing home-

quite living, with a mind of loving trees in half. With having no thought

made diet. If you eat same food everyday makes no fun at all. I was feeling

otherwise, I made a farm here with happiness, enjoyed meditation while

happy when my guests were pleased. I made them as much as to feel by guest

planting trees. Then one day a blogger visited here by accident, and he

the room accommodation is provided as service but they have paid only the

introduced here in the internet afterward many people are visiting here. I

food price. If I have my space I would like to make dishes by the materials only

am cultivating here with a thought this Dawon can be a healing place for

grown in Jeju. I am very happy when I tried to make different recipe of my own

many souls visiting the place. I made like that form the beginning.

thru combination of different materials. I would like to make this restaurant
worth to be visited by guests like this even decades later.

Lee Won Hee (56) GeomunOreum-gil Jeju-si,

Kim Eun Young (51) Bukchon 9gil, Jochun-eup, Jeju-si
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Readers’ Section

Thanks Note after reading
♥

♥

Right after turning the gorgeous cover picture page drawn by artist Lee Wal Jong, I had to

I read well your corner “Trial is another name of dream”. I could feel the same feeling as her

read this magazine out fascinated by the beautiful stories hidden in various corner in Jeju

and I give my respect to Dr. Ko Bong Sun accomplished her dream in winning Dr. degree.

not even knowing how time passed by.

Expecting various life stories of Jeju people.

In particular, in the column “Person Jeju met” I remind of the most the chapter “Dr. Ko Bong

Jung Hwan Suk (Hwanggeum-dong, Susung-gu, Daegu)

Sun “ who once was an Udo Woman diver. I feel energy of her stone like will in studying and
challenging without a pause to the end.

♥

Jo Han suk (Minlak-dong, Euijungbu-si Gyeonggi-do)

Jeju Jipbap table preparation of Master Kim Ji Soon remind me of my old days. I hope this
tradition lives long in the future. It’s very informative. Besides, since this is a news journal of

♥

Jeju –do Office, please share the corner for participation directly by citizens.

I am very glad to have news of my hometown here and very much impressed by the effort

Seo Heung Sik (Yongdam2dong Jeju-si)

melted in the articles with every printed letters. Specially, the sunset of Jeju sooths my mind
is so beautiful that made me to have tears in my eyes.
I will drop there when I visit my parents home this week end.
Ham Yu Chae (Ungchun Jungang-ro, Yeosu-si Jeonnam)

♥
I am 4 th year Jeju migrant , mom of Bomyi, & Hani I enjoy very much every publication.
I read in detail regarding the article on migration with interest in current issue. Specially
“Maeul close look” corner provides us with a gem like information in detail! I am expecting
the next issue~
Shin Sun Hee (Shinbuk-ro, Jochun-eup Jeju-si)

Quiz for reader
Answer of last issue
National Sport for All Festival

Wait for your participation.
Thank you for our readers kind attention and affection to this Jeju-do office news journal.
Please send us your opinion upon reading this journal <Jeju> together with answer of quiz
via our post card.

Spring Issue Quiz & Book report winner
Jo han Sun, Han Yu Chae, Shin Sun Hee , Jung Hwan Suk, Seo Heing Sik

Any of your opinion will be appreciated where the corner you enjoyed reading, beneficial, or
corner needs to be improved, or suggestion, or reporting etc.
Prize will be given to readers selected

Simmer Issue Quiz for reader
Scheduled to enfold from 02 September to 03 December Meeting with
art and tourism! Why don’t you experience variety feeling at oooooo in
the Jeju, Island of culture of art

Entitled : Open to every reader/Period : Till Aug31, 2017
Participation method : Send us your name, contact via reader post card.
Announcement : <Jeju> Fall Issue 2017 to be announced

Jeju Special Self –Governing Province

blog.naver.com/happyjejudo
Please visit our blog if you want to find out all about
Jeju at a glance including foods, attractions
Enjoy, festivals, Jeju news~!

Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/happyjejudo

Twitter

https://mobile.twitter.com/happyjejudo

Kakaostory https://story.kakao.com/ch/inusjeju
Instagram https://instagram.com/special_jejudo

